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Editor’s Note

W

elcome to the new-look
MediaTainment Finance.
We hope you relish our
coverage of investments in
the international media, entertainment and
creative industries inside the vibrantly brand
new editorial pages.
For this issue, investments in architecture
design caught our attention. A profile of sports
architecture giant Populous makes us marvel
at the billions of dollars committed to stadiums
worldwide. State-of-the-art venues mean
big-money media rights for live sports. The
sums involved has also got us intrigued by the
stadium for the contentious 2022 FIFA World
Cup in Qatar,which Populous is designing.
Architecture is also key to the allure of our Q&A
subject, BMW Welt, the German deluxe car
dealership that combines design and out-ofhome entertainment to attract millions of
visitors. Then, our Architecture news includes
the MOLEWA competition inviting students and
professionals alike to participate in the
construction of one of China’s biggest cultural
hubs. Also, why US music darling Janelle Monáe
is a potential mogul, why Chinese media
magnates love Hollywood, and why Lego is the
world’s most powerful brand, plus much more…
Enjoy!!
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Film
Huayi Brothers, STX Entertainment in
pioneering China-US pact

C

hina-based Huayi Brothers Media
Corporation, the Shenzhen Stock Exchangequoted movie giant, has secured a
groundbreaking deal with US independent
studio STX Entertainment to produce 18 films
by the end of 2017. The agreement is said to be historical
because it marks the first time a Chinese co-producer
has retained the copyright of an international film with a
US co-producer, and it is also the first time the Chinese
partner has been involved in the whole cycle from funding
through to revenue share via production and distribution.
It explains why the Huayi Brothers (real-life siblings Wang
Zhongjun and Wang Zhonglei) opened a US office last

year. As The Hollywood Reporter points out, the brothers
have had US partnerships before, notably with Legendary
Entertainment and Studio 8, but both arrangements
collapsed. Among individual Hollywood projects cofinanced by Huayi Brothers is Fury, the 2014 US$68m film
starring Brad Pitt, which has pulled in US$212m at the
box office. Meanwhile, China’s Hunan TV and Broadcast
Intermediary Co has cemented a three-year agreement to
invest US$375m in movies made by US film and TV studio
Lions Gate Entertainment (Lionsgate) for China and the
international market. Hunan TV, which operates China’s
second largest broadcaster, will open a US division and
bring its knowledge of doing business in China to the deal.

Amazon makes move to start
selling movies in cinemas

Village Roadshow Pictures seeks
$400m in new funding

Amazon.com is targeting the cinema sector. After making
audacious moves into book publishing, music sales, fashion
retail, and Golden Globe-award winning TV shows, the
e-commerce goliath is injecting cash into full-length
movies for theatrical release starting this year. The goal is to
produce about 12 movies. And depending on the reception,
they will premiere on cinema screens. They will then be
available exclusively to Amazon Prime, the company’s
subscription-funded e-commerce service that comes with
exclusive benefits such as free digital entertainment.

Village Roadshow Pictures, the independent co-producer
and co-financier of Hollywood hits, is seeking to raise
US$400m in new investment, according to a Bloomberg
story. The company, which has been involved in box office
winners like The Lego Movie, American Sniper and The
Matrix trilogy, needs the cash to boost output to 12 movies
annually. It has major co-production and joint-funding
deals with Hollywood studios Warner Bros and Sony
Pictures Entertainment. Other plans include extending its
current credit facility beyond 2020.

Sony Pictures lends Spider-Man
to Disney’s Marvel Studios

YouTube network Fullscreen
boosts horizons with features

The cost of licensing a super hero character to another
movie is huge. This has prompted The Walt Disney
Company’s Marvel Studios to collaborate with financially
struggling rival Sony Pictures Entertainment (SPE) for the
next blockbuster featuring Spider-Man. Marvel controls
the cinematic rights to several Marvel Comics characters,
apart from Spider-Man, which SPE has owned since 1999.
Marvel’s 2016 release Captain America: Civil War will
make history by including Spider-Man. Marvel will also
co-produce the next (only) Spider-Man movie for 2017.

Fullscreen, the YouTube multi-channel network (MCN)
that has nabbed investment from WPP Digital, The
Chernin Group’s Otter Media and Comcast Ventures, is
launching a feature film division. Fullscreen Films aims
to develop and produce full-length movies starring MCN
talent on its 60,000 channels and non-MCN actors. Lazer
Team, a movie by Texas-based Rooster Teeth (which
raised US$2.48m via crowdfunding site Indiegogo),
and two other titles are already in development. Multiplatform distribution is being considered, from online to
the cinema via video-on-demand platforms.
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Television
Warner Bros props Machinima
for second time in $24m deal

H

ollywood studio Warner Bros has led a
US$24m round of funding in Machinima,
the online network of original videos
influenced by video games aimed
at young males. Other participants
injecting new cash are existing backers Coffin Capital
& Ventures, MK Capital and Redpoint Ventures. Cofounder Allen DeBevoise also poured some fresh money
into Machinima. The company reports 170 million-plus
unique viewers a month, it boasts more than 430 million
YouTube subscribers and is valued at about US$200m.
That is almost the same valuation it had early last year,
after suffering financial difficulties. As one of the first
YouTube multichannel networks (MCN), it made some

of the sector’s first mistakes. The new investment comes
one year after Warner Bros also took part in a US$18m
financing round (in March 2014). It has dropped the
standard MCN format and instead now describes itself
as a “many-to-many” platform. Machinima’s unique
selling point is its ability to reach the difficult, mostly
male, gaming community. It will continue to co-produce
original online content with Warner Bros, following the
success of their live action series Mortal Kombat: Legacy.
Next in the pipeline is Justice League: Gods and Monsters
Chronicles, a co-production with DC Entertainment
(sister company of superheroes creator DC Comics) and
Blue Ribbon Content, Warner Bros’ short-form online
video studio.

Netflix mulling TV version of
Nintendo hit game Zelda

FremantleMedia grabs 25% of
UK producer Corona TV

The Legend of Zelda, Nintendo’s hit console video game
franchise that has sold more than 52 million copies globally,
is being considered for a live-action TV show by Netflix, the
US-based international streaming TV colossus. According
to Variety magazine, the game’s action-adventure fantasy
storyline about protagonists Link and Princess Zelda could
be similar to Game of Thrones, the HBO hit TV series. It also
notes that Netflix’s plans to launch in Japan this autumn
would make Nintendo an ideal content partner.

Global TV production group FremantleMedia has snapped
up a 25% stake in Corona TV, the TV production company
recently launched by UK moviemaking duo Richard Johns
and Rupert Jermyn. Between them, Johns and Jermyn
have worked with a cast of high-profile movie actors like
John Malkovich, Eddie Redmayne, Toni Collette and Jack
O’Connell. The new deal gives FremantleMedia a firstlook option on Corona TV’s total output. FremantleMedia
says it wants the duo’s ability to bring “a cinematic feel”
to TV drama.

Oprah Winfrey’s TV deal with
Selma movie director

Brief

OWN, the US TV network co-owned by TV celebrity
Oprah Winfrey’s Harpo Productions and Discovery
Communications, has commissioned an original drama
series from film director Ava DuVernay. The deal also
represents DuVernay’s first foray into TV. Her first project
will be an adaptation of Queen Sugar, a first novel by
Natalie Baszile. Until now, OWN has commissioned drama
series only from Tyler Perry, the multi-faceted actor,
director, playwright and songwriter. DuVernay and
Winfrey collaborated on Oscar-nominated movie Selma,
which DuVernay directed.
MediaTainment Finance 24

Jamie Oliver; eOne’s Mark Gordon Company deal; Emtek

* Jamie Oliver Holdings, the venture owned by the UK
celebrity chef, has appointed investment bank Raine
Group to generate US$76m by selling a minority stake in
his TV/YouTube production and book publishing group;
* eOne, the London Stock Exchange-listed entertainment
group, has paid US$132.6m for 51% of Los Angeles-based
TV production giant Mark Gordon Company; * Elang
Mahkota Teknologi (Emtek), the media group quoted on
the Indonesia Stock Exchange, has sold a 4.88% stake in
its TV arm Surya Citra for IDR2.5 trillion (US$191m).
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Music
Janelle Monáe strikes new Wonda
deal with Epic Records

U

S psychedelic R&B icon Janelle Monáe
has joined forces with Epic Records (a
Sony Music Entertainment division) to
build a new company called Wondaland
Records. The joint venture develops
Monáe’s Atlanta-based multi-discipline entertainment
company Wondaland Arts Society, which also offers artist
management. Wondaland’s first official release will be
The Eephus, a five-track EP featuring Monáe herself and
other emerging artists like Jidenna, Roman GianArthur
and St. Beauty. Wondaland acts are encouraged to write
and develop their own material, as opposed to the label
imposing on them. The EP and new partnership are being
promoted with the introductory single Classic Man,

which came out in February. Wondaland’s launch shows
Monáe, a winner and nominee of several industry awards,
to be a potential music mogul. It also proves that, despite
fears that recorded music sales continue to slump, artists
keep creating labels and seeking investors. Cooking Vinyl
Australia (CVA), part of UK independent group Cooking
Vinyl, has also set up a new imprint called Double Cross
Records to focus on rock music and heavy metal genres in
Australia. Among the metal acts scheduled for release this
year are Canada’s Cancer Bats and British metal punk group
Gallows. Meanwhile, New York-based Grammy Awardswinning guitarist and Soulive band member Eric Krasno,
has set up Feel Records with independent music publisher
Round Hill Music.

American Pie manuscript goes
under the auction hammer

Moulin Rouge! film director
launches record label Bazmark

The original manuscript for American Pie, Don McLean’s
1971 hit recording and one of the world’s most successful
singles ever, is up for auction at Christie’s in April.
The eight-minute song is expected to fetch US$1.5m.
Meanwhile, the 1962 master recordings by The Beatles,
from their days performing at the Star-Club music
venue in Hamburg, Germany, are also up for sale. UK
auctioneers Ted Owen & Co expect to fetch up to £150,000
(US$225,000). The seller is Larry Grossberg, Andy
Warhol’s manager.

Movie/theatre director Baz Luhrmann has formed a
record label with RCA Records, a subsidiary of Sony Music
Entertainment. Called Bazmark, the new label will release
music from movies and plays directed by Luhrmann.
Bazmark, which will also sign new acts, is expected to
pick up the soundtrack for The Get Down, Luhrmann’s
new TV series for Sony Pictures Entertainment and
Netflix. Known for The Great Gatsby and Moulin Rouge!,
his films have won several awards, including Golden
Globes, BAFTAs, and a Grammy.

Warner/Chappell grows US local
TV news soundtrack catalogue

Brief

Warner/Chappell Production Music, part of Warner
Music Group, bought Frank Gari Productions and Gari
Communications, a specialised unit at US-based Gari
Media Group. Frank Gari Productions and its sister
company commission, produce and license soundtracks
for TV news and other news media. By adding the new
acquisitions to its own news-music services (615 Music
and Emmy award-winning Non-Stop Music), Warner/
Chappell Production Music says it is the US’ largest
provider of news music to local TV channels.
MediaTainment Finance 24

Elvis Presley; Kobalt Music; Kickstarter

* An acetate disc of My Happiness, Elvis Presley’s first-

ever recording for which he paid US$4.00 in 1953, has
been sold at auction for US$300,000; * Publisher Kobalt
Music has acquired CEG Rights, which administers
soundtracks to Hollywood movies that have grossed
US$2bn-plus combined; * Music was last year’s top
category on crowd-funder Kickstarter, based on the
number of projects launched (bringing in US$34.1m in
pledges).
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Out-of-Home
DreamVision Company’s $7bn
bet on live snow and music

T

exas-based DreamVision Company, the out-ofhome interactive entertainment producer, is to
build two mega-sized resorts valued at US$7bn.
DreamVision Mountain, Dreamscape, Texas is the
working title for a US$3.5bn 20km2 “winter wonderland”
theme park offering winter sports entertainment 365
days a year in Texas. It will be located in Fort Worth and is
scheduled to open in 2020. Among the attractions will be
one of the world’s largest indoor recreational experiences
featuring year-round real snow for skiing, bobsledding and
snowboarding, despite Texas’ high summer temperatures.
There will also be restaurants, stores and an arts performance
centre, plus a DreamVision replica of New York City

(Dreamscape Metropolis) and Hollywood (Dreamscape
Tinseltown). At the same time, DreamVision is to launch
DreamVision Soundscape in Alabama. The 5.7km2 music
theme park set to open in 2019 will also cost US$3.5bn. A
dome water playground called Oceania, a rollercoaster called
Soundscape Singing River and the Slide Guitar drop ride
will be among the key attractions. Additionally, the park
will have sections devoted to different contemporary music
genres, including pop music, jazz, blues and gospel. Hotels,
stores, entertainment venues and golf courses are being
developed on the site. DreamVision Company’s partner in
both ventures is Bryan Robinson, CEO of US investment
group Provident Global Capital.

Ex AEG Live boss’ new concerts
production firm and fund

Invesco gets rid of 6% stake in
money-troubled Euro Disney

Former AEG Live UK executive Rob Hallett has launched
a 360-degree concert promotion company called
Robomagic which includes Robomagic Capital, an
investment fund. It will offer finance to emerging and
established artists, helping them develop their own live
and recorded music ventures. The new company will also
organise concerts and offer artists strategic partnerships
that include music publishing and artist management.
Hallett is a 40-year live music veteran who spent 10 years
at AEG Live, the world’s second biggest concert promoter.

Invesco, the US-based investment management firm
registered in Bermuda, has sold its 6% stake in Euro
Disney, the financially troubled company that operates
Europe’s largest visitor attraction, Disneyland Paris.
After The Walt Disney Company and Prince Al-Waleed
bin Talal’s Kingdom Holding Company (see Issue No.7),
Invesco was (Euronext Paris-listed) Euro Disney’s third
largest shareholder. The sale was reportedly triggered
by the slump in Euro Disney’s valuation to €48.3m
(US$52.4m), one third of its size in 2012.

UK investing £141m in new arts
complex at Olympic Park

Legoland Discovery Centre goes
shopping in Arizona

The UK government is to spend £141m (US$212m)
converting the Olympic Park built for the 2012 Summer
Games into an arts centre labelled “the Olympicopolis”.
To regenerate the nearby Stratford district in East London,
the park will soon feature extensions of London cultural
landmarks such as the Sadler’s Wells dance theatre and
the V&A arts museum. There will also be campuses linked
to University College London and University of the Arts
London, both renowned for their arts and design courses.

Theme park conglomerate Merlin Entertainments has
joined forces with US shopping mall developer The Mills
to launch a US$12m Legoland Discovery Centre (LDC) in
Arizona. Located at the Arizona Mills mall, which has 175
retail and entertainment outlets, the 60,000sqft LDC will
offer Lego bricks-themed interactive entertainment for
three to 10-year-olds. These include rides, 4D cinemas and
Legoland’s Miniland (featuring miniature replicas of global
landmarks). Merlin, the Legoland theme parks owner/
operator, says the new LDC is scheduled to open spring 2016.

MediaTainment Finance 24
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Sports
Value of English Premier League
media rights rockets into history

T

he growing value of sports to multiplatform TV broadcasters was confirmed in
February when rights to the English Premier
League (EPL) football matches were snapped
up for a record £5.136bn (US$7.65bn). The
deal, covering the next three seasons starting 2016, saw
satellite-delivered TV owner Sky UK (formerly BSkyB)
agree to pay £4.2bn (US$6.3bn) for five of the seven EPL
packages. These include 126 live games. BT Sport, part
of UK telecoms giant BT Group and Sky’s biggest UK
competitor for EPL content, paid £960m (US$1,431m)
for the remaining two EPL packages. Together, both paid
almost £1bn (US$1.5bn) more than analysts had predicted.

Historically, Sky had virtually all the UK media rights
since the EPL’s launch in 1992. The Internet enabled
BT Group to launch BT TV, its own pay TV network. It
needed sports content to lure subscribers and increase
its broadband Internet customers, who get BT TV free.
In 2013, it made the first serious bid against Sky and won
enough live matches to shake up live TV transmission of
football radically in Britain (see MTF No.16). Meanwhile,
the value of global sports rights, led by European football
plus US professional football, basketball and baseball,
will grow to US$44.7bn in 2017 from US$36.8bn in 2014,
according to SportBusiness Group’s TVSM Global Report
2015.

Boxers Mayweather Jr, Pacquiao
forecast to earn $400m in
superfight

Formula E technology snares
interest of more sports car makers

The welterweight boxing “superfight” between the US’
Floyd Mayweather Jr and Filipino Manny Pacquiao at Las
Vegas’ MGM Grand on 2 May is set to break numerous
records. From ticket sales, pay-per-view TV fees and
endorsement deals, the fight is forecast to generate
US$250m-US$400m for the two fighters alone. The
boxing world has been waiting five years for this bout,
which is expected to draw 2.4 million viewers paying
US$150m for live coverage on HBO and Showtime, and
US$20m in ticket sales.

Formula E, the electric cars racing tournament, has
opened up the market for the innovative technology
requirements designed to help establish its credentials
in international motor racing. Governing body FIA
(Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile) says eight
major manufacturers, including Renault Sport, have
agreed to develop technology for the second season
in 2015-16. The inaugural 2014-15 season, which ends
on 28 June, relied on only McLaren Electronic Systems
technology to power the 10 participating teams’ cars.
Formula E is Formula 1’s sister event.

Brazil’s Corinthians nab Caixa in
record shirt sponsorship deal

Brief

Corinthians Paulista, one of Brazil’s most successful football
clubs, has retained what is described as the country’s
most expensive shirt sponsorship deal with banking group
Caixa Econômica Federal. The financial services company
has agreed to pay BRL30m (US$9.8m) for this season, the
third one in a row. The renewal deal is said to make the
sponsorship the most lucrative in Brazilian club history and
the biggest amount paid by Caixa, which has sponsored
other Brazilian teams, including Clube Atlético Paranaense.

* Spanish telecoms giant Telefónica is paying a reported

MediaTainment Finance 24

Telefónica’s FC Barcelona rights; Bundesliga

€140m (US$152m) for the broadcast rights to football
games played by FC Barcelona during the 2015-16 season,
ending the club’s partnership with rights agency Mediapro;
* Germany’s Bundesliga football club SC Freiburg has
nabbed local authority permission to build a new €108m
(US$117m) 35,000-capacity stadium for 2018 as the current
24,000-capacity venue is now too small.
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Games
Wii U maker Nintendo spins
surprise U-turn on mobile

N

intendo, the Japanese pioneering video
games giant, recently made history again
by moving into mobile smartphones and
tablets. After insisting for several years
that it would only focus on its proprietary
consoles, including the Wii U and portable players such as
the 3DS, the 126-year-old Nintendo shocked the gaming
community by announcing an investment and games
development partnership with DeNA, the 16-year-old
Japanese mobile games maker. Nintendo will buy 10% of
DeNA’s outstanding shares for Yen22bn (US$182m) with
DeNA spending a similar sum on buying 1.2% of Nintendo’s
shares. The two will then jointly create mobile games based

on concepts developed together or by Nintendo. No one
has clarified whether the games will include editions of
Nintendo’s most popular games, including the Super Mario
franchise and The Legend of Zelda series. While Nintendo’s
U-turn understandably surprised the industry, an objective
appraisal of the sector indicates the Japanese conglomerate
might have had no choice. In recent years, sales of its
consoles and games have plummeted as has the company’s
own value. Meanwhile, Newzoo forecasts mobile will
represent 35% of the global games market by 2017 valued at
US$35bn in revenue. In terms of games sold, 2015 is seen as
the tipping point with mobile matching traditional consoles
internationally for the first time.

Warner Bros-backed Kabam goes Lionsgate commits cash to
on new acquisition spree
Telltale Games’ storytelling skills
San Francisco-based Kabam, whose investors include
Hollywood studios Warner Bros Entertainment and MGM,
plus Google Ventures and Intel Ventures, stepped up its
ambitions with the acquisition of game developers TapZen
and Magic Pixel Games. Kabam, which has raided nine
games studios via acquisitions, will meld TapZen and Magic
Pixel into a new Kabam division in Los Angeles. A presence
there is expected to boost Kabam’s relationship with
Hollywood, building on the assets Warner Bros and MGM
currently bring to the operation.

Lions Gate Entertainment (Lionsgate), the US-Canadian
independent film and TV studio that has successfully
challenged Hollywood with mega box office hits like
The Hunger Games franchise, has entered the games
development sector with an investment in Californiabased Telltale Games. The developer/publisher already has
successes with games based on international TV hits like
The Walking Dead (for US cable network AMC), and HBO’s
Game of Thrones. Together, the two plan to create hybrid
scripted TV/playable games content. Lionsgate CEO Jon
Feltheimer has joined Telltale’s board of directors.

Epic Games launches fund to
support Unreal Engine users

Brief

Epic Games, the Tencent Holdings-backed US games
developer also known for its Unreal Engine software, has
set up a US$5m fund to support next-generation games
producers. The fund (Unreal Dev Grants) will award
financial support of between US$5,000 and US$50,000 to
budding developers with Epic not seeking any equity stakes
or share of the copyright. The only condition to be met by
beneficiaries is the use of the console and Android-friendly
Unreal Engine 4 technology.

* Sega Networks has snared US mobile games developer

MediaTainment Finance 24

Sega Networks; King Digital; Tencent Holdings

Demiurge Studios, following investments in Ignited Artists
and Space Ape Games; * New York Stock Exchange-listed
King Digital Entertainment’s first US acquisition is mobile
games start-up Z2Live for US$45m, that could grow to
a performance-based US$105m; * Los Angeles start-up
Firefly Games has raised US$8m from Chinese venture
capital; * China’s Tencent Holdings has grabbed a majority
stake in Swiss publisher Miniclip.
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Books/Print
Macmillan, Springer mega merger
expecting €1.5bn in revenues

M

acmillan Publishers, a global
publishing subsidiary of
Germany’s Holtzbrinck
Publishing Group, has agreed to
merge its science and education
division with Springer Science
& Business Media in a global
deal. Macmillan is bringing Macmillan Education’s
textbooks, Palgrave Macmillan’s academic titles and
the revered scientific journal Nature (via the Nature
Publishing Group unit) to the merger’s table. Londonbased private equity group BC Partners owns Springer
Science, having acquired it for €3.3bn (US$3.5bn) from
the Singaporean government’s GIC fund and Swedish

investment firm EQT Partners last year. Holtzbrinck will
retain 53% of the newly merged venture, which is forecast
to generate annual revenue of about €1.5bn (US$1.6bn).
The goal is to exit from the agreement by listing on the
stock exchange in up to four years’ time. The news comes
at the same time as Pan Macmillan, Macmillan Publishers’
UK fiction and non-fiction unit, launches a new strand
of titles devoted to sports and fitness. The first books,
including a biography of German Jan Ullrich (the former
Tour de France winner who fell from grace following
revelations of doping), come out next year. Meanwhile,
Pan Macmillan has introduced a new kids series called
Little Legends to produce books based on fairy tale classics
in contemporary settings.

S&S’ new Scout Press prepared
for thought-provoking novels

Denmark’s Egmont sells titles to
Lerner to bow out of US

Simon & Schuster (S&S), the giant publishing subsidiary
of CBS Corporation, has a new US imprint specialising in
“conversation-starting novelists” called Scout Press. The
first title from Scout Press, which will be a sub-brand at
S&S’ Gallery Books division, will be Did You Ever Have
a Family by Bill Clegg, a well-known US literary agent.
The following two titles are expected to be a thriller by
UK author Ruth Ware in 2015, and the debut novel from
Brooklyn-based Molly Prentiss in 2016.

Denmark-based Egmont Group has sold about 100 book
titles from its US division to Lerner Publishing Group,
a major independently owned kids’ books publisher
headquartered in Minneapolis. The move comes after
Egmont USA was shut down in January when a buyer did
not materialise. Egmont felt the US division was too small
to justify the operational costs. Lerner is incorporating
the acquired titles into various fiction and non-fiction
imprints such as Darby Creek, Carolrhoda Lab and
Carolrhoda Books.

Kids publisher Scholastic to
publish SuperAwesome branded
content

Brief

Children’s books specialist Scholastic UK is turning its
business into a multimedia venture via a new partnership
with SuperAwesome, a children’s advertising platform.
SuperAwesome serves ads to digital and online publishers.
Scholastic will use analytics technology to gather data
from the digital ads to develop new ideas and other related
intellectual properties for video games and consumer tech
products. SuperAwesome will additionally use some of its
findings to suggest book ideas to Scholastic.
MediaTainment Finance 24

News Corp; Penguin Random House; Bertelsmann

* Saudi Arabia’s Kingdom Holding has slashed its stake in
News Corp, the Rupert Murdoch-controlled publishing
business, to 1% from 6.6%; * Bertelsmann, Penguin
Random House’s owner, is expanding its interests in
education by investing in US-based Alliant International
University to create a global academic institution and
benefit from the estimated US$5.5 trillion international
education business; * Bertelsmann is also targeting
China’s, India’s and Brazil’s publishing markets.
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Ads & Marketing
Analysis: Lego shoots past Ferrari as
world’s most powerful brand

L

ego is the world’s most powerful brand,
Apple the most valuable, while Twitter
takes top prize as the fastest growing
tech brand this year, according to the
Brand Finance Global 500 2015 report.
The ranking is based on applying the
Brand Strength Index tool, which takes into account
the brand’s corporate reputation, its familiarity among
consumers, users’ loyalty, marketing campaigns and
revenues. Lego, the 66-year-old plastic bricks enjoyed
by several generations of children, with theme park
attractions and a Hollywood film (The Lego Movie has
amassed US$469m in box office receipts) topped Brand
Finance’s list. It is the first brand to surpass Ferrari, which

had enjoyed the No.1 accolade for several years. Londonbased Brand Finance says that, without a Formula 1 Grand
Prix championship for a while, Ferrari has lost some
glamour and dropped to No.9. Based on brand value,
which is linked to the strength of a brand’s intellectual
property and the goodwill enjoyed from consumers
globally, Apple leads the pack. The iPhone (and now Apple
Watch) manufacturer saw its financial worth jump 23% to
US$128.3bn. It is followed by Samsung and Google. Social
media brands are among the fastest growing. Twitter’s
value has leaped 185% to US$4.4bn. Facebook is in third
place with 146% growth. China tech conglomerates Baidu
and Alibaba are also in the Top 10 fastest growing global
brands.

WPP sprints into Bruin Sports
marketing via $250m fund

US survey: Advertisers hiking
expenditure in digital marketing

UK-based WPP Group, the advertising conglomerate, has
led a US$250m investment round in Bruin Sports Capital,
a new sports and branded lifestyle marketing agency
founded by George Pyne, former President of global
sports and media talent agency IMG Worldwide. The move
shows WPP’s ambitions to enter the sports arena, where
access to media and sponsorship rights will broaden the
portfolio available to its clients of advertisers and brand
owners. Bruin says total investment in its venture gives it
US$500m in “buying power”.

According to the February 2015 CMO Survey by the US’
Duke University, US brand owners’ investment in digital
marketing is accelerating. Nearly 12% of their budget will
be allocated to data analytics by 2018, from 6.4% now. The
findings, based on interviews with 288 chief marketing
officers, show the portion spent on mobile ads will grow
to 9% during the same period, from 3.2%. The share for
social media will jump to 22.4% of the total budget by
2020 from today’s 9.9% share.

Menswear brand Hackett drives
new first Formula 1 campaign
Hackett London, the high-end ready-to-wear menswear
maker and a Pepe Jeans subsidiary, is embarking on its
first-ever Formula 1 Grand Prix race for its marketing
strategy. The logo will appear on the nose of the Williams
Mercedes FW37 car driven by F1’s Williams Martini Racing
team, starting 15 March in Melbourne, Australia. As well
as supplying the drivers’ clothing and luggage, its logo will
be on their driving gear. Until now, Hackett has only been
an official F1 supplier.
MediaTainment Finance 24

Hakkasan hooks DJ Calvin Harris
for Las Vegas gigs
Hakkasan Group, the global restaurant and nightclub
chain, has clinched a marketing partnership with UK
electronic music DJ Calvin Harris in an exclusive three-year
deal. Harris, who boasts the most hits from a single studio
album in the UK, will be the resident DJ at three Hakkasan
venues in Las Vegas: Hakkasan Nightclub; Wet Republic
(inside MGM Grand Hotel & Casino); and Omni Nightclub
inside Caesars Palace. Harris is also collaborating with
Hakkasan to develop music playlists, public performance
concepts and new entertainment ideas.
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Fashion/Luxury
LVMH’s L Capital Asia now inside
Pepe Jeans’ denim business

L

Capital Asia, the private equity firm sponsored by
luxury brands conglomerate LVMH, has hooked
up with Beirut-based M1 Fashion to take over
Pepe Jeans Group, the denim and casual wear
brand owner. The two now own 60% of Pepe Jeans, which
they acquired from private equity firms L Capital Europe
(L Capital Asia’s sister company) and Spanish investment
companies Torreal SA and Artá Capital. Pepe Jeans Group
comprises the Pepe Jeans London brand (representing 70%
of the revenues) and premium menswear maker Hackett
(30% of the revenues). In 2005, Torreal bought Hackett
from luxury goods giant Richemont and 40% of Pepe

Jeans from British private investment company 3i. Five
years later, Artá Capital and the Spanish office of L Capital
Europe snapped up 27.8% of Pepe Jeans for €85m. Since
then, their combined stake has been calculated to be 60%,
and it is that portion that M1 and L Capital Asia acquired.
Another 30% belongs to the company’s management.
Future plans include further global expansion, especially in
Asia. In Paris, L Capital has snared a 50% stake in ba&sh,
the women’s ready-to-wear brand. The value of the
transaction is unknown but ba&sh’s founders, Sharon Krief
and Barbara Boccara, and beauty retailer Groupe VOG own
the other 50%, and plan to expand internationally.

Eyewear giant GrandVision raises PAI Partners pockets Belgium
€1bn from Euronext listing
fashion firm AS Adventure
GrandVision, the eyewear designer and retailer, floated
on Euronext’s Amsterdam Stock Exchange in February
valued €5bn (US$5.4bn) The company, with 5,600 retail
outlets in 43 territories in Europe, the Middle East and
Latin America, raised a reported €1bn (US$1.1bn) from
selling 20% of the company via the listing. The current
owner is HAL, the fund belonging to the Dutch Van der
Vorm family. GrandVision’s trading brand names include
Apollo-Optik in Germany, GrandOptical in France, and
the UK’s Vision Express.

Paris-based European private equity fund PAI Partners
has nabbed Belgian outdoor fashion group AS Adventure.
With retail outlets in several major European countries,
AS Adventure operates the UK’s Cotswold Outdoor chain,
Bever in the Netherlands, and AS Adventure in Belgium,
France and Luxembourg. The amount paid is undisclosed.
But the seller, UK investment fund Lion Capital,
reportedly asked for €380m (US$410m) from potential
buyers last year. AS Adventure will use the new funds to
expand via acquisitions and open new stores.

Footwear retail chain Office
exploring London Stock
Exchange IPO

Brief

Fashionable UK shoe retailer Office wants to be on the
London Stock Exchange. The company is seeking to
launch an initial public offering (IPO) that could give it
a £300m (US$450m) valuation. Silverfleet Capital, the
current owner, has approached global investment banks
JPMorgan Chase & Co and Jefferies Group to handle the
filing. Silverfleet bought Office, which operates a chain of
135 stores in mostly the UK and Ireland, from another UK
fund West Coast Capital.
MediaTainment Finance 24

Karl Lagerfeld; Dirk Bikkembergs; Alexa Chung

* Karl Lagerfeld and Kurt Geiger have launched their
first kids collection; * UK football icon David Beckham
has extended his designer contract with fashion retailer
H&M; Venice-based fashion group Sinv has acquired 16%
of Belgian designer label Dirk Bikkembergs; * British
TV presenter/model Alexa Chung has designed a new
collection for California-based AG Jeans, the premium
denim fashion firm; * Indian entrepreneur Eiesha Bharti
Pasricha has invested in Scottish designer Jonathan
Saunders’ firm.
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Architecture/Design
Designs wanted for mega Chinese
‘new urbanisation’ project

T

he deadline for submissions to the
MOLEWA International Architecture
Competition in Beijing is 10 April.
Registered architects worldwide,
both new and established, are being
encouraged to enter the contest
for contracts to work on one of
China’s biggest cultural arts projects. Organised by the
Beijing Hua Yan Cultural Investment Group (Hua Yan), a
conglomerate that is partly state owned, and supported
by the Paris-based International Union of Architects
(UIA), the first prize is US$160,000. But crucially, the
venture offers contestants the chance to work on the
mammoth Mount Lu Estate of World Architecture

(MOLEWA) project. For this, 16 winners will be asked
to design 16 different modern buildings on a 20-hectare
site at the foothills of the UNESCO-protected Mount
Lu, a tourist trap in China’s Jiangxi Province. The 16
structures will form the cultural and tourism hub of
Hua Yan Township, part of the government’s “new
urbanisation” policy to build new cities for the growing
population in the world’s most densely populated
country. For more details, go to www.creativersal.com/
uia. Meanwhile, the BEng Architecture course offered by
the architecture department at the Suzhou-based Xi’an
Jiaotong-Liverpool University, a Sino-British academic
institution, has been officially recognised by the Royal
Institute of British Architects.

Foster stacks up stores in China
for Apple’s new retail strategy

Massive Hong Kong cultural hub
goes to Herzog & de Meuron

UK-based Foster + Partners designed the new Apple store
in China, one of five being planned by former Burberry
CEO Angela Ahrendts, who became responsible for the
iPad maker’s retail strategy last year. The 15-metre high
store, based in West Lake, Hangzhou, follows the first in
Zhengzhou, Henan, in January. Apple aims to open 40
stores in China by mid next year. Foster + Partners, the
lead designer of Apple stores, master planned the US$5bn
Apple Campus 2 expected to complete next year.

Swiss architect firm Herzog & de Meuron is the mastermind
behind Hong Kong-based M+, one of the world’s largest
visual arts and cultural centres set to be completed in 2018.
M+ is expected to be as large as New York’s Museum of
Modern Art. It will be one of the ambitious arts-themed
hubs to be built on the West Kowloon Cultural District, a
contentious Foster + Partners project said to be costing the
Hong Kong government between HK$21.6bn (US$2.8bn)
and HK$29bn (US$3.7bn).

Contentious opening of Jean
Nouvel’s €390m Philharmonie
de Paris

Alexander Wang expands into
interior design space

The opening in January of the Jean Nouvel-designed
Philharmonie de Paris, the €390m (US$423m) classical
music concert hall, has been vilified for being two years late
at three times the original budget. With a 2,400-seating
capacity, expandable to 3,650 seats, it has been one of the
most anticipated constructions in France. Yet, Nouvel, a
Pritzker Architecture Prize winner, has insisted the venue
is unfinished as far as he is concerned. He boycotted the
opening of the public-funded building on 14 January.
MediaTainment Finance 24

Alexander Wang, the US fashion maven and creative
director of French designer label Balenciaga, is extending
his skills in the world of interior design. He recently
launched a new line of luxury furniture in partnership
with Poltrona Frau that will be sold at his own showrooms
and the outlets of the Italian furniture maker in Europe,
Middle East, Asia and the US. His black lounge beanbag
chair costs US$8,800, while the accompanying mobile
black drinks cabinet is US$18,500.
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Photography/Art
Anonymous buyer pays record
$300m for Gauguin’s Tahitians

T

he most expensive work of visual
art sold at auction ever is Nafea Faa
Ipoipo?, also known as Will You
Marry Me?, the 1892 painting by
post-impressionist Paul Gauguin. It
sold for US$300m to an unidentified
buyer by owner Rudolf Staechelin,
a Swiss collector. Rumours indicate that the buyer is
based in Qatar. The painting of two Haitian women was
on loan to Basel-based Kunstmuseum for almost 50
years. Staechelin owned the painting via a collection that
belonged to his grandfather and is currently managed by
a trust. The painting’s new owner is expected to collect it

next January. Until then, it has been moved to the Swiss
gallery Fondation Beyeler, where it will stay until June. It
will then go to Madrid’s Reina Sofía museum before joining
the Phillips Collection in Washington DC. The massive price
paid for Gaugin’s work has inevitably raised questions
about why the value of visual art defies economic trends,
including global recessions. Experts are predicting an
international auction sale will generate sales of US$1bn
overnight soon. Some of the previous record-breaking
sales include The Card Players by Paul Cézanne, which was
picked up for a reported £158m (US$233m) in 2011. The Art
Newspaper noted that US$1.66bn was spent on art at New
York auctions in four days in 2014.

UK boosts photography
credentials with new Photo
London fair

Missing $2.5m Picasso recovered
via $37 FedEx parcel

London is to challenge Paris as Europe’s photography
capital with the launch of Photo London, a new large-scale
exhibition targeting art investors. Held by arts organisation
Candlestar at Somerset House (home of London Fashion
Week) during 21-24 May, the fair aims to be as international
as possible. Participating galleries will include London’s
Edel Assanti and Ben Brown Fine Arts; Germany’s
Bernheimer; Howard Greenberg Gallery from New York,
and the Dubai, Beirut and London-based Ayyam Gallery.

La Coiffeuse (The Hairdresser), a 1911 Picasso painting
that went missing (believed stolen) from a storeroom
at France’s Centre Georges Pompidou in 2001, has been
recovered while being sent as a FedEx parcel valued at
US$37 to the US. The painting is worth US$2.5m on the
open market and even more on the black market. A New
York Times report disclosed the parcel had been sent from
Belgium and law enforcement officers in Newark, New
Jersey, seized it last December.

Countdown begins end to
English Heritage’s funding

Foreign funds needed to save
historical South African art

From 1 April, government funding for English Heritage,
which is responsible for preserving England’s historic
monuments and buildings, will gradually be reduced until
it is terminated in 2022. Currently, the state is responsible
for funding and management. The organisation will be
split into two: a regulatory body called Historic England
and a new charity organisation that retains the name
English Heritage. The latter will eventually develop new
funding sources, with the budget for 2022 expected to be
£122m (US$183m).

The Foundation for Society, Law and Art in South Africa
is raising funds overseas to help preserve and protect
acclaimed art created for, and used by, the Constitutional
Court of South Africa (CCSA). Works by South African
artists, including photographer David Goldblatt and the
late Peter Clarke, adorn the CCSA. Valued at US$5m-plus,
they also feature Amos Miller’s famous Nelson Mandela
in New York. But the CCSA is banned from accepting local
donations, so the foundation is seeking foreign aid.

MediaTainment Finance 24
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Copyright
Creators’ global royalties hit €7.8bn
during 2013, says CISAC report

R

oyalties generated from digital media
and entertainment rights are not
growing fast enough to compensate for
the decline in traditional media income.
That is the conclusion of the 2015 Global
Collections Report, the latest edition
of the annual study from CISAC, the global copyright
collecting societies’ umbrella organisation. Royalties from
digital content are still too small to counter the decline
in physical sales, the report states. Digital royalties grew
25% to €380m in 2013, the year covered in the report,
representing only about 5% of the €7.8bn amassed in
total. When measured in constant (euro) currency, that

equates to 4.6% growth. When currency fluctuations
are taken into account, total income collected decreased
slightly at -0.8%. Performing rights revenue grew 2.4%,
breaking the €6bn mark for the first time in CISAC’s
history. The report also shows that music repertoire
accounted for the majority of the royalties collected (87%)
that year. In geographic terms, Europe remains the largest
single region, accounting for 60.6% of total royalties with
year-on-year growth of 2.3%. CISAC represents 3 million
artists signed to 230 collecting societies in 120 countries
and administers royalties from users of music, video,
literary works, drama, the visual arts and other related
content.

Rihanna wins court battle against Universal Music sues prison care
retailer over image rights
firm for illegal mixtapes
The UK’s Court of Appeal has ruled that UK fashion store
Topshop, a subsidiary of retail conglomerate Arcadia
Group, violated the rights of pop star Rihanna by featuring
her image on apparel without her consent. Although
Topshop had been licensed by the photographer, it still
required Rihanna’s permission. Britain’s High Court had
ruled in her favour in 2013 after she originally sued when
her photo was featured on a Topshop T-shirt. Topshop’s
appeal collapsed in January.

Record company behemoth Universal Music Group (UMG) is
suing Centric Group and its subsidiary Keefe Group, which
specialise in supplying food and other consumer products to
US prisons, for music copyright infringement. UMG alleges
the companies were selling mixtapes to prisoners based on
unauthorised recordings by Eminem and James Brown,
among other music stars. UMG is demanding US$150,000
for every right infringed. The lawsuit, seen as a test case, has
been filed at a California federal court.

Super girl band En Vogue in
$310m labels lawsuit

UK design law to catch up with
European Union in 2020

En Vogue, the award-laden US R&B girl band who have
sold 20 million-plus records worldwide since forming in
1989, are being sued by a record label owner for a reported
US$310m for alleged breach of contract. At the Los
Angeles Superior Court, the defendants (including two
original band members Cindy Herron and Terry Ellis) are
accused of illegally signing with Pyramid Records in 2014
while still exclusively contracted to the plaintiff, Rufftown
Entertainment, since 2010.

European legislation adjusted to extend intellectual
property protection to designers comes into effect in
the UK in 2020. Original designs will be copyrightprotected during the creators’ lifetime plus 70 years
after their death. (The current law only protects for 25
years from the year the product was marketed.) The UK
adopted the extended protection (already in the EU’s
Term of Copyright directive) in the 2013 Enterprise and
Regulatory Reform Act and designers’ lobbyists forced the
government to make it effective.

MediaTainment Finance 24
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Country Profile

Nigeria
Nigeria, Africa’s most populous country, has been hitting media
headlines for all the wrong reasons, especially Boko Haram’s
brutal acts of terrorism. But with the continent’s largest online
population, it is nurturing a generation of digital-savvy artists and
tech start-ups defying obstacles by using social media to reach
fans and customers directly and gain international exposure.

I

n the media and entertainment
space, the Federal Republic of
Nigeria has a great deal of potential
were it not for the entrenched
social and economic uncertainties,
exacerbated by unpredictable
politics and violent insurgents.
The most recent general election
was scheduled to take place on
14 February. But to the shock of
Nigerians, neighbouring countries
and world leaders, the election was
postponed until 28 March.
President Goodluck Jonathan’s government claimed
that in a country where insurgents and terrorist
organisations like Boko Haram continuously terrorise and
massacre ordinary people, it needed more time to enhance
security on voting day.
Opponents and sceptics accuse the government of preelection rigging and contend that President Jonathan’s
conservative People’s Democratic Party feared it would
lose to the opposition, the All Progressives Congress.
Whatever the truth, this is a massive country with a
population of more than 180 million spread over 36 states.
It is the most populous nation in Africa and frequently vies
with South Africa to be the territory’s biggest economy.
Although its federal capital is Abuja, the country’s
former capital, Lagos, is its most populated city, with
more than 21 million residents. It is larger than several of
Nigeria’s neighbouring countries.
More than 60% of the population are under 24 years
MediaTainment Finance 24

old; more than 50%
are younger than
15. And the Nigerian
diaspora worldwide is
estimated to be more
than 5 million, with
a reported 380,000
in the US alone. A large number of those who migrated
to developed Western countries send money regularly to
relatives back home, another significant source of income
for the economy.
But despite being one of the world’s biggest oil
producers, it is cash poor: about a third of the nation lives
below the official poverty line. The country is also being
hurt by the plummeting global oil prices, which have
brought down the amount of revenues coming into the
country, and by a depreciating Naira currency.
Still, following the collapse of its military regime in the
1990s, Nigeria’s prospects look good.
The country, whose official language is English,
belongs to the emerging MINT (Mexico, Indonesia,
Nigeria, Turkey) countries that are expected to follow
super emerging BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South
Africa) markets in terms of future economic wealth.
Nigeria is also predicted to enter the world’s Top 20
economies by 2050. There is still plenty of time to make
that happen.
The country’s citizens are also increasingly becoming
aware of their growing importance to the global economy.
In January, oil conglomerate Royal Dutch Shell agreed to
pay nearly 16,000 Nigerians US$84m in compensation for
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Nigeria - Facts & Figures
Population:
GDP Per Capita:
Internet Users (2015):
TV Homes (2013):
Pay-TV Homes (2013):
Mobile Phone Subscriptions (2015):
Smartphone Users (2014):
Broadband Penetration (2013):

183.7 million
US$3,280
74.6 million
12 million
2.2 million
90.2 million*
12 million
6%

Social Media Users:
Facebook (2014)
Twitter (2014)
Popular Instant Messaging Services:
WhatsApp, WeChat, Eskimi, 2go
Value of Music Industry –
Recorded and Live (2013):
Value of Advertising Spend (2013)

11.8 million
1.8 million

US$53m
US$873m

Currency Exchange Rate:
NGN1,000 = £3.36; US$4.97; €4.695

Organisations to Know
Audio Visual Rights Society of Nigeria
Advertisers’ Association of Nigeria
Advertising Practitioners Council of Nigeria
Association of Advertising Agencies in Nigeria
Broadcasting Organisation of Nigeria
Bureau of Public Enterprises
Copyright Society of Nigeria
Independent Broadcasting Association of Nigeria
League Management Company (football)
National Broadcasting Commission (regulator)
National Council on Privatisation
National Sports Commission
National Television Authority (state broadcaster)
Nigerian Communications Commission
Nigerian Copyright Commission
Nigerian Football Association
The Nigerian Publishers’ Association
sources: The Economist; Internetlivestats.com; GSMA; NCC; mediareachOMD; PricewaterhouseCoopers;
Ovum; Digitalintheround.com *notes:This is the figure quoted by global trade body GSMA but the Nigerian
regulator NCC quotes the reach to be 129 million

two major oil spills, in 2008 and 2009, that devastated
the Ogoni farmers and fishermen of the town of Bodo in
the Niger Delta region. Shell, according to reports, had
initially offered only US$6,000 in total to compensate the
Bodo community.

Wealth
According to Forbes, three of the four new billionaires
that emerged in Africa last year hailed from Nigeria.
They were Orji Uzor Kalu (chairman of SLOK Holding, a
conglomerate that includes oil, real estate and media);
Tony Elumelu, an entrepreneur and philanthropist; and
Theophilus Danjuma, a mogul with interests in shipping
and oil. And the overall richest individual in Africa is Aliko
Dangote, also from Nigeria, who is worth an estimated
MediaTainment Finance 24

US$21.6bn and has made his fortune with the Dangote
Group, a multinational with interests in several African
countries.

Media and entertainment
Nigeria, like several African countries, has always relied
on the creative industries, especially music, theatre,
literature, fashion and TV entertainment, long before
Western countries decided to officially recognise creativity
as vital to their respective economies.
A framework for measuring advances within the
individual sectors does not exist in this still developing
country, but there is enough anecdotal evidence to
support the belief in its capacity for progress.
As Africa’s fastest growing and largest Internet
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market (see Digital Media and Technology below),
Nigeria is forecast to benefit from the efficiencies digital
technology could bring to the domestic media sectors and
entertainment industries.
International research group and accountancy giant
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) predicts that revenues
from the key media and entertainment sectors will reach
an estimated US$8bn by 2018, from US$4bn in 2014 — that
amounts to an average annual growth rate of more than 16%.
Television, via advertising and subscriptions, is the
largest single category by revenue source, while Internet
advertising is the fastest growing. Advertising related to
sports events will be the second fastest category, followed
by filmed entertainment (from cinema tickets plus pay
and streaming TV subscriptions).
The failure to enforce copyright laws has led to rampant
physical and digital piracy. This has hurt investments by
local and foreign record labels, film distributors, video
games console manufacturers and fashion brands, which
are unable to compete against the unreliable but much
cheaper imitations on offer.
The government, beleaguered with combating
indiscriminate acts of terrorism, rampant kidnappings
and pollution in some of the world’s fastest growing urban
areas, has not been focusing on copyright protection.
Until rights protection campaigners make any
headway, content creators are still able to generate
income from Nigeria’s growing middle class population
(increased by 600% since 2000, says Standard Bank) and
their access to multi-platform digital content. Besides,
thanks to the Internet, they are able to reach the diaspora
of not only Nigerians, but also millions of other Africans,
across the planet.

Film
Data said to have been supported by the World Bank
and International Monetary Fund valued the business of
Nollywood, Nigeria’s answer to the US’ Hollywood and
India’s Bollywood , at US$5.1bn last year. This amounted
to about 1.2% of the nation’s gross domestic product.
It was the first time a Nigerian government had
included motion pictures in the national gross domestic
product. In fact, that figure was part of the US$55bn the
entertainment industry was contributing to the national
economy. In some ways, the government needed to
demonstrate its commitment to the film sector: in 2010, it
had set up a US$200m fund to support moviemakers.
Yet, sceptical local industry observers raised their
eyebrows about the US$5bn valuation figure. DVD and
online piracy make it difficult to calculate genuine sales
revenues and the cinema theatre businesses are chaotic
affairs. The handful of cinema operators, including The
Silverbird Cinemas and Ozone Cinemas, rely on other
businesses to make ends meet.
MediaTainment Finance 24

The World Bank has reported
that 90% of DVDs sold in Nigeria are
pirated, showing the potential gap
that needs to be filled with legitimate
businesses. But for now, even a
small percentage of fans at home and
abroad who are prepared to pay for
legitimate quality versions can deliver enough to invest
back into current success stories.
PwC’s more conservative figures estimate that filmed
entertainment in Nigeria will grow to US$258m in 2018
from US$178m in 2013. What PwC does not dispute is the
inexhaustible quantity of movies produced in Nollywood,
which is second only to Bollywood as the world’s biggest
film industry in terms of production rate.
More than 200 films are produced monthly in Nigeria,
such is the demand among Africa’s movie fans. The quality
of the majority of them, due to the mostly low budgets, is
questionable, but they still sell. According to Global Risks
Insights, the international political risk analysis firm, up
to 200,000 units of Nollywood DVDs are sold daily.
Additionally, Nollywood producers are growing
ambitious for global recognition. Half of a Yellow Sun,
based on the historical novel of the same name by
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (Nigeria’s most popular
writer internationally) is possibly the Nollywood movie to
have gained the most international exposure recently.
It starred two British-born Hollywood stars: Oscar
nominee Chiwetel Ejiofor, who is of Nigerian descent; and
Thandie Newton, whose mother is Zimbabwean.
Co-star Anika Noni Rose is an American Tony Awardwinning Broadway star and film actress. All three play
indigenous Nigerians in the movie. In fact, several of the
actors are British-born. The only, dare we say, authentic
Nollywood star is Genevieve Nnaji, who has been
described as “the Julia Roberts of Africa”.
The US$8m film (making it the “most expensive
Nollywood film”) received mixed reviews in the
Nollywood star
Genevieve Nnaji,
who has been
described as “the
Julia Roberts of
Africa”
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international press and has, so far, reportedly only
yielded US$2m-plus in box office receipts. In Nigeria,
however, the prestige from being associated with major
international movie stars has been a source of pride. This
is all the more so as the movie was partly funded by the
state-owned Nigerian Export Import Bank.
If Nollywood has a long-term future on the
international landscape, it can be seen from the
achievements of iROKOtv, PANA TV and iBAKAtv in
raising the genre’s international profile. Nollywood is
central to the entertainment content they distribute to
paying subscribers.
iROKOtv.com started as a YouTube channel in 2010.
Today, it is an international streaming platform available
in numerous countries across Africa and, thanks to the
Internet, had an estimated 6 million registered users in
more than 170 countries in 2014. But only about 100,000
were said to be paying subscribers, according to Digital TV
Research.

Entertainment Inc, offers multi-platform African movies
to its 1 million subscribers.
As Internet penetration grows and the switchover
to digital terrestrial TV signal becomes established,
industry experts believe movies will have a more secure
distribution business in the controlled environment of
set-top boxes and decoders. This backdrop encouraged
PwC to predict a 9.7% average annual growth rate for the
filmed entertainment business for the next three years.
Leading Nollywood actors include Genevieve Nnaji,
Omotola Jalade Ekeinde, and Stephanie Okereke Linus;
Jim Iyke, John Dumelo, Desmond Elliot and Chinedu
Ikedieze. The country’s most acclaimed filmmakers
include Lancelot Oduwa Imasuen, Omoni Oboli, Emem
Isong, and Adekunle Adejuyigbem, a young emerging
talent who was invited by Berlin International Film
Festival to take part in its Berlinale Talent Campus earlier
this year.

Television

PwC has predicted a
9.7% average annual
growth rate for the
filmed entertainment
business for the next
three years
By making quality a priority, iROKOtv has gained
international support in several ways.
In addition to its 5,000 hours of Nollywood films, it
has started adding foreign titles from Hollywood and
Bollywood, Latin American Telenovelas (which are hugely
popular in Africa) and South Korean content.
Late last year, it successfully licensed hit Hollywood TV
dramas like Spartacus from Starz Digital Media, part of US
media and pay TV conglomerate Starz.
Described as the “Netflix of Africa”, iROKOtv has the
support of international investment funds from hedge
fund Tiger Global Management, one of the first investors
in Facebook, Investment AB Kinnevik and RISE Capital.
PANA TV is another pan-African streaming platform
marketing African movies to an international audience.
And iBAKATV, operated by US-Nigeria-based IBAKA
MediaTainment Finance 24

By virtue of its size, Nigeria is Africa’s biggest TV market
in terms of audience numbers but there is no standard
methodology for measuring the actual number of TV
households in the country.
The multi-territory media buying mediaReach OMD,
an agency devoted to the West African sector, estimates
there are 12 million TV homes. And the tradition of having
several family members and friends watching a single TV
set is still well entrenched, especially among the lower
middle and working classes, as well as in the rural areas.
The vast majority of Nigerian TV homes receive
terrestrial analogue signals and hence the basic free-toair TV channels. Only about 2 million TV homes receive
multi-channel pay TV services. PwC is confident the
number of pay TV subscribers will grow to 3 million by
2018 as more consumers will be happy to pay for better
quality and wider choice of TV content.
The growth forecast is also being influenced by the
compulsory digital switchover, which is scheduled to take
place in June this year. Digital terrestrial TV (DTT) signals
enable TV services to offer up to 10 channels in the space
occupied by the signals of a single analogue channel. So
not only will existing TV network operators be able to
offer additional niche-themed channels, but also more
opportunities will open up for new TV operators seeking a
share of the potential revenue growth.
The digital switchover, or analogue switch off, is
mandated by the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU), the United Nations agency, as agreed by
its 193 member states and the deadline is 17 June 2015.
Critics fear the ITU target date will not be met because
the funds required are not available. (An ambitious
Nigerian government had actually wanted the transition
to be completed by 2012.) All the same, the National
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Broadcasting Commission (NBC), the broadcast regulator,
insists it is determined to fulfil its mission.
The first phase of the switchover kicked off in June
2014 at Jos, the capital of Nigeria’s Plateau state. That pilot
scheme initially saw digital and analogue transmission
being available simultaneously to allow viewers time to
understand the new system and buy the required devices.

TV infrastructure
The TV and radio broadcast industries licensed by the
NBC will be affected by the digital changes. The NBC says
the country has more than 400 radio and TV stations, of
which 244 are free-to-air TV stations.
Nigeria’s largest broadcaster is the state-owned
Nigerian Television Authority (NTA). It is in charge of 31
terrestrial broadcasters transmitting 100-plus terrestrial
channels.
An additional eight satellite-delivered pay TV channels
are operated by StarTimes, a joint venture of the NTA
(30%) and China’s Star Communication Network
Company (70%). StarTimes also runs some DTT networks
but it needs the digital switchover to be complete for the
whole nation to access its services.
There are already commercial satellite-TV operators
that have applied for licences to offer direct-to-home pay
TV entertainment, amongst them several international
TV networks, or have started to do so. They include FSTV
(Frontage Satellite Television) and TrendTV (a subsidiary
of Communication Trends Ltd).
Trumpet Internet TV, part of African Trumpet
Telecommunications, is one of the first attempts to offer
MediaTainment Finance 24

TV and Internet services via satellite,
while ACTV (African Cable Television)
uses microwave frequencies and
decoders to deliver content to
viewers’ TV sets.
Their launch during the past 10
years has provided the toughest
competition yet for MultiChoice,
the first pan-African direct-tohome satellite TV service owned
by Naspers, the South African
corporation. It launched in 1995 and
has almost 9 million subscribers
across Africa, including an estimated
3 million in Nigeria.
Its satellite-transmitted DStv
entertainment packages are very
popular with customers, and South
Africa and Nigeria account for the
biggest share of its subscriber base.
As a pioneer, MultiChoice made
the initial financial sacrifices (paying
for the satellites and the installation
of decoders into people’s homes) to introduce more
original, local and international programming to Nigeria.
It boasts the rights to major Hollywood movies and, via
its (DStv) SuperSport channels, offers top-end local and
international sports coverage. This includes the English
Premier League (EPL), UEFA Champions League football
and NBA basketball.
According to SportBusiness’ TV Sports Markets,
MultiChoice pays US$38m a season for the EPL rights plus
another US$8.5m a year for the Nigeria Premier League.
Consequently, to recoup its costs, it currently charges
between US$77 and US$81 a month for DStv, expensive for
a country where the gross domestic product per capita is
US$3,280 (by comparison, it is more than US$57,000 in
the US) — most of its customers tend to be the affluent.
To reach a wider customer base, MultiChoice is
investing in new, lower-priced (and government
supplied) DTT technology and relying on a successful
digital switchover to implement its plans. It launched
GOtv, a package of much cheaper DTT channels in 2011.
That service is in 24 of Nigeria’s 36 states and the roll out
will accelerate during the rest of this year.
To retain its lead, MultiChoice has also been developing
local language channels for its Magic Africa network
brand. Available in the Hausa and Yoruba languages since
2010, from this year, it is also planning to offer shows
in Igbo, the language spoken by more than 30 million
Nigerians.
MultiChoice’s main problem is that it will now be
cheaper for even more competitors to enter the TV
business , especially local entrepreneurs. In addition
to FSTV and ACTV, mentioned above, Montage Cable
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staff. That means going overseas to countries where DTT
and pay TV are already part of the local industries. And,
because energy supplies in territories like Nigeria can be
unpredictable, investing in reliable power generators to
ensure consistent service can be very pricey.

TV talent

Network and Continental Satellite
(Consat) are among the pay TV
newcomers out to challenge
incumbents like MultiChoice and
StarTimes.
Broadband penetration in Nigeria
is growing —there are more than
170 million connections — while
actual usage is currently limited to an
estimated 15,000 subscribers. But, as with most emerging
economies, mobile phone penetration is extensive.
The leading telecommunications companies are MTN
(with 59 million subscribers in 2014), Globalcom (28
million), Airtel (26 million) and Etisalat (20 million). They
are expected to enter the TV space sooner or later via their
broadband services, thanks to the government’s current
investments to improve the required infrastructure. With
that should come offerings of over-the-top streaming TV
services, to accompany the growing number of streaming
music services in existence.
The competition for audience share will be aggressive,
however. As Consat’s CEO Mayo Okunola recently told the
media, the setup for offering high-end TV entertainment
remains underdeveloped and, therefore, very expensive to
implement.
In addition to paying for the operations’ licences,
original programmes and third parties’ programme rights,
there is also the cost of appointing well-paid, experienced
Mo Abudu is the
CEO/Executive
Chairman of
Nigeria-based
international
multiplatform
network EbonyLife
TV
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Several international media groups have invested in
Africa, where Nigeria is one of their major markets:
Viacom International Media Networks hosted its MTV
Africa Music Awards 2010 in Lagos.
Several of its MTV Base channel Shuga TV soap opera
series are shot in Nigeria. Targeted at young Africans, the
show aims to entertain and encourage African youth to be
careful about intimate relationships.
The first season, in 2009, starred Lupita Nyong’o, the
Mexican-born Kenyan-raised actor and film director
who has since gone on to win an Oscar for her role in the
Hollywood movie 12 Years a Slave.
In terms of TV talent, Mo Abudu currently stands out as
Nigeria’s biggest star on the international map.
UK-born Abudu is the CEO/Executive Chairman of
Nigeria-based international multiplatform network
EbonyLife TV. Forbes magazine described her as the first
African woman to launch a pan-African TV network.
The EbonyLife TV network, which promises to offer
“100% original and home-grown African content”,
is available in almost 50 African markets via the DStv
satellite platform. It is also in the UK on pay TV service
TalkTalk Plus.
In addition, Abudu is the presenter of the
internationally syndicated Moments with Mo chat show,
for which she has been described as “Africa’s Oprah
Winfrey”. This is due to the exclusive interviews with
international power brokers like Hillary Rodham Clinton,
the US’ former Secretary of State and potential candidate
for the next US presidential race.
EbonyLife TV is working with Disney Media
Distribution to produce Desperate Housewives Africa,
based on the original Hollywood hit drama franchise.

Advertising
There are almost 80 advertising agencies registered in the
Association of Advertising Agencies of Nigeria (AAAN).
Several, such as BBDO West Africa, DDB Lagos, Lowe
Lintas, SO&U Saatchi & Saatchi, STB-McCann Lagos,
Wunderman Nigeria and TBWA Concept in Lagos, are
affiliates of multinational advertising groups, including
Publicis Groupe, Omnicom Group, WPP Group and
Interpublic Group of Companies.
A sign of faith in the developing country by an
international media brand was seen in January when
Cosmopolitan, the iconic women’s magazine published by
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the US’ Hearst Corporation, included Nigeria among the
countries into which it plans to expand.
Cosmopolitan’s ambition is to reach an increasing
number of smartphone users worldwide with digital
editions, and it is equally targeting new markets with a
“digital-first” approach.
Nigeria has more than 90 million mobile phone
subscribers and 12 million smartphone users (numbers
could be higher as there is still no standardised
measurement system in place). It is also a nation of
English speakers. These factors will help lower the barriers
to entry, especially as Cosmopolitan plans to employ local
editorial and advertising staff.
Advertisers such as consumer goods and food
manufacturers Procter & Gamble, Unilever and Diageo
have been major advertisers in Nigeria and other African
countries for decades. They have capitalised on a difficult
media infrastructure that made roadside billboards
comparatively reliable and powerful communications

Internet advertising
is forecast to grow
at a 33% average
annual rate
between now
and 2018
tools. But as competition stiffens, so is the imperative to
reach the new generation of digital media consumers. For
that, investment in TV and digital advertising needs to
shoot up.
The measurement of advertising spend in the country
also needs to be refined, however. Last year, a dispute
developed between mediaReach OMD, the media buying
agency that publishes its findings annually, and the AAAN
about the real ad spend in Nigeria during 2013. Their
figures were based on TV, print media, radio and outdoor
advertising.
Both agreed advertising expenditure was growing,
but mediaReach OMD concluded it was NGN103.8bn
(US$520m) in 2013 while the AAAN reported NGN125bn
(US$631m). The conflicting figures still stand. The Naira
currency’s value has dropped significantly against the
MediaTainment Finance 24

US dollar since then, explaining the higher dollar figures
quoted by PwC.
With that in mind, PwC predicts total advertising
spend in Nigeria will grow at an average annual rate of
8.8% to US$1.34bn in 2018, from US$873m in 2013. Its
2018 data includes US$437m from TV ads and revenues
from Internet advertising, which is forecast to grow at a
33% average annual rate between now and 2018.

Music
Cheap imitations are endangering the legitimate music
business in Nigeria. When MediaTainment Finance
contacted IFPI about any statistics on music sales or piracy
rates, the international trade organisation representing
record labels had no data to share.
As with movie DVDs, the physical distribution of
copyrighted recordings is in a mess in a market where the
copyright law is not understood by music fans and not
enforced by the authorities.
Nigerians are major consumers of music but legitimate
recorded music labels and distributors are competing
against illegal copies, albeit ones with questionable
quality, that are sold at very low prices.
PwC, however, has taken a stab at calculating the value
of the market. Its recent report, Entertainment and Media
Outlook: 2014 to 2018, concludes the music industry
yielded US$53m in 2013. The figure is based on both live
and recorded music, recorded accounting for the largest
portion.
By 2018, revenue is expected to grow to US$81m.
However, unit sales of cassettes and CDs will fall by an
average annual rate of 9.4% for the next three years.
Unit sales of digital downloads will grow slightly faster,
although starting from a much lower base. Apple launched
its iTunes store in 2012 and does not seem to have made
much of an impact.
IFPI does note that the introduction of streaming music
might help secure a more stable revenue source for rights
owners.
While successful with its movie streaming platform
iROKOtv, owner iROKO Partners has struggled with
its music downloads business iROKING, a distribution
venture that licences its catalogue of authorised tracks
to digital music stores and platforms, including iTunes,
YouTube, and Amazon.com.
Additionally, its songs are distributed via (Android,
iOS, BlackBerry, Windows Phone) apps from pan-African
mobile social networks such as Eskimi, which has 9
million registered users in Nigeria. Another social media
app offering iROKING is the privately owned Mxit, which
originates from South Africa.
Other digital music services in Nigeria include The
Kleek, a streaming platform jointly owned by major
record label Universal Music Group and Samsung.
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Available throughout Africa, it is
accessible only via Samsung mobile
devices.
There are also local versions of
French streaming service Deezer and
Finnish-owned Spinlet. The latter is
accessible to subscribers as a premium service of the MTN
wireless carrier. MTN also operates its own music service
Music+, a subscription-funded streaming and downloads
platform.
In February, MTN telecoms rival Airtel launched Wynk
Music, a streaming and download mobile app featuring
tracks licensed from major record labels Universal Music,
its subsidiary EMI Music and Sony Music.
The streaming services are more robust in preventing
music copyright theft and hence more than likely to
contribute to the music sales growth PwC predicts.
Banky W, the USborn Nigerian who
owns the music
label Empire Mates
Entertainment (EME)

Music talent
Evidence of Nigerian consumers’ relentless demand
for music lies with the talented artists who seem to be
clocking up fame both at home and internationally.
The legendary late Fela Kuti introduced the now
universally popular Afrobeat genre (which he had
adopted while working in neighbouring Ghana) to the
international market in the 1980s. Jazz musicians in
the US, in particular, where influenced by the sound’s
combination of traditional African rhythms, vocals, beats,
funk music and Africans’ own take on jazz.
Kuti’s son Femi has picked up the Afrobeat baton and
run with it to establish his own reputation. He has been
nominated four times for the US Grammy Awards.
Now, another generation of Nigerian-born musicians
are stimulating the business. Most have melded the
Afrobeat genre with contemporary hip hop, R&B, and
electronic dance music. They are the digital-savvy
generation that use Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and other
social platforms to market their recorded music, live
performances and videos, not only to local fans but also
MediaTainment Finance 24

across Africa and beyond.
These artists are multi-skilled. They are producers,
large venue concert performers, and label entrepreneurs
who are expanding their businesses by signing agreements
with the major international labels.
US-born Davido (real name David Adedeji Adeleke)
became a household name in Nigeria when his dance
moves, known as Skelewu (after his 2014 song of the same
name) went viral online. He has won several international
music awards, including MTV Africa Music Awards, BET
Awards in the US, and has also been nominated for the
UK’s MOBO Awards and MTV Europe Music Awards — all
of these in addition to the several Nigerian gongs he has
picked up along the way.
D’Banj (real name Oladapo Daniel Oyebanjo), who
has sold more than 20 million records in, mostly,
Africa, has signed a pan-African deal with Sony Music
Entertainment’s RCA Records. The partnership is through
D’Banj’s own record label DB Records. Thanks to his track
Scapegoat, which featured US mega rapper Kanye West,
D’Banj is making a name for himself in the US and in the
UK, where he has played gigs on several occasions in
London.
Hip hop artist Ice Prince is signed to independent label
Chocolate City, one of Africa’s biggest music companies
and home to Afrobeat star Femi Kuti.
P-Square is the stage name of R&B duo, identical twin
brothers Peter and Paul Okoye. In addition to releasing
music via their own label, Square Records, they have
sealed a partnership with US-based Konvict Muzik, which
is co-owned by R&B artist Akon. Square Records also
has a distribution contract with Universal Music in South
Africa.
Another major player in the local music scene is Banky
W, the US-born Nigerian who owns the label Empire
Mates Entertainment (EME).
One act who left the EME stable to become an even
bigger star is Wizkid (born Ayodeji Ibrahim Balogun).
Marketed as a teenage heartthrob who draws large
crowds of young spectators to his concerts, the 24-yearold afrobeat/reggae star is in huge demand. He is said to
be the first Nigerian to have gained more than 1 million
Twitter followers. He has 1.47 million.
A BET Awards winner, Wizkid has set up his own
label, Starboy Entertainment, while also signed to Akon’s
Konvict Muzik for international distribution. In 2013, he
performed live at the Wireless Music Festival in London ,
one of the biggest annual events in the calendar. And he is
a brand ambassador for Pepsi, the soft drinks giant.
Afropop/R&B singer Tiwa Savage (Tiwatope SavageBalogun) is said to be Nigeria’s biggest female music artist
today. In terms of her influence on music fans, she has
been compared to Beyoncé.
Signed to local label Mavin Records, Nigerian-born,
UK-raised Savage is also an acclaimed songwriter. She
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the country’s telecoms regulator, calculates 129 million,
but GSMA (the global trade body for wireless carriers)
has argued that the figure is more likely to be about 90
million.
Until standardised measurement systems are in place,
the truth still is that Nigeria is ripe for the adoption of
digital media. With almost two-thirds of the population
under 24 years old, easily 50% of the Nigeria’s citizens
belong to the digital age. Terragon also reports that 78% of
the country’s digital population access the Internet daily,
and 92% go online via their mobile devices.
In terms of usage, according to Terragon, 88% also
employ their mobile devices for instant messaging,
while 86% download content. Such data supports PwC’s
assessment that Internet advertising is the fastest growing
revenue generator in media and entertainment (see
Advertising above).

Technology investment
contributed to Back to Me, an album
by US R&B artist Fantasia Barrino,
which debuted at No.1 in the US
when released in 2010. Savage is
also signed to major music publisher
Sony/ATV Music Publishing. In terms
of her live performances, she has lent
her vocals to a host of global acts,
from George Michael, Mary J Blige, Sting, Black Eyed Peas,
Eminem to Italian tenor Andrea Bocelli.
Other emerging acts the industry is keeping an eye on
include Yemi Alade, Chidinma, Eva Alordiah, and Niyola.
Wizkid (born Ayodeji
Ibrahim Balogun),
the teenage
heartthrob, draws
large crowds of
young spectators to
his concerts

Digital media
Nigeria has Africa’s largest online population and the
world’s eighth biggest. A report by Terragon Group, the
Nigeria-based pan-African digital media agency, states
that Nigeria had 69.9 million mobile Internet users in
2013, based on ITU data. In general, the country is said to
have 38% Internet penetration.
InternetLiveStats.com recorded 74.6 million desktop
and mobile Internet users in March this year, up from 67.1
million in 2014. The general low standard of living means
few people will own a computer, so economical feature
phone handsets are more likely to be the device used for
Internet access.
Broadband Internet reaches about 6% of Internet users.
And more powerful and dearer smartphones are limited
to the rich and corporate executives. Mobile Internet is
transmitted via 3G signals as licences for high-speed 4G
spectrums are not yet available.
What has been disputed is the actual number of mobile
phone users. The National Communications Commission,
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Uber, the fast-growing mobile apps taxi service, launched
a low-cost version called uberX in Nigeria in March. The
company’s confidence in doing business in an emerging
economy says much about the rapid adoption of new
technology in the country.
As a still developing territory, Nigeria finds itself
unencumbered by the burden of old technology, such
as fixed-line telephony, which never gained significant
traction. There are opportunities for new technology to fill
a significant gap in the communications system.
As digital technology becomes cheaper, the wireless
and portable Internet and mobile devices have been much
easier to adopt. This development is influencing a new
generation of tech entrepreneurs who hope to emulate
Apple, Facebook and Google and the cultural and financial
impact Silicon Valley has had on the global media and
entertainment sectors.
One business hoping to spur the start-up sector in
Africa is VC4Africa, a community of entrepreneurs who
have amassed a US$27m fund to invest in new tech-based
ideas.
In its 2015 Venture Finance in Africa report, VC4Africa
concluded that Nigeria was the third hotspot, after Kenya
and South Africa, in terms of funding received by startups by 2014. Nigeria was No.1 in terms of the number of
start-ups that were in business last year.
Among VC4Africa’s success stories is Lagos-based
Genii Games, which has developed a series of apps under
the Asa brand name which use mobile games to teach kids
about African culture.
Other successful Nigeria start-ups include iROKOtv,
the Nollywood and film streaming platform (see Film
above). E-commerce is making headway with Konga,
which launched in 2010 and had raised US$38.5m by
2014 from Investment AB Kinnevik, and Naspers, the
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South African conglomerate which owns the satellite TV
operator MultiChoice and is a major investor in Tencent
Holdings, one of China’s most successful tech companies.
Konga is feeling the rivalry heat of Jumia, which
launched in 2012. Jumia has snapped up US$61m in
investment rounds from Summit Partners, the US private
equity firm, and Millicom International Cellular, the
Luxembourg-headquartered international telecoms
conglomerate. It has also started offering marketplaces for
third-party retailers to do business on its sites.
Other Nigerian start-ups the industry has been talking
about include IroFit, a mobile payment platform cofounded by Omoniyi Olawale, a Nigerian based in Finland
and supported by Nordic venture capital, and Gamsole, a
gaming app developer that has seen its titles downloaded
more than 90 million times worldwide.

Copyright
If there is an Achilles heel to Nigeria’s potential in the
international media and entertainment businesses, it is
weak copyright protection.
The current 1990 Copyright Act (Chapter 68) is
based on the original legislation that came into force in
December 1988. The 1990 Act has been amended twice, in
1999 and 2004.
It addresses copyright and related matters in
neighbouring rights. It recognises the need to set up
infrastructures to enforce the laws and regulations that
protect intellectual properties (IP). The law also requires
a registered commission to oversee the adoption of the
legislation and its enforcement to protect the works of
domestic and international artists.
Nigeria is signatory to international IP conventions,
such as the Berne Convention for the Protection of
Literary and Artistic Works and the Rome Convention for
the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms
and Broadcasting Organisations.
It has signed the WIPO Convention that recognises the
duties of the multi-territory World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) based in Geneva. WIPO has 188
member states, including Nigeria but, according to the
organisation, Nigeria has not ratified the Copyright
Treaty that came into effect in 2002 to take in account the
developments of digital technology in the distribution
of copyrighted works. The WIPO Performances and
Phonograms Treaty that also became effective in the
same year aims to ensure the more complex music
related rights were incorporated in the WIPO treaties.
On paper and on the government website (www.
copyright.gov.ng), the Nigeria Copyright Commission
(NCC) offers updates on regulatory developments. This
includes the Commission’s move to recognise the Audio
Visual Rights Society of Nigeria (AVRS) as the official
collaborative management organisation that collects
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royalties and distributes them to the TV, film and video
producers whose works have been sold and used in
Nigeria.
Establishing collecting rights societies like the AVRS
in developing economies is always a contentious issue.
Transparency becomes a matter of dispute, as rights
holders find themselves questioning whether they are
truly getting their fair share.
Given that developed markets in North America and
Europe, with their centuries’ old rights management
traditions, still continue to deal with such transparency
issues, newcomers like the AVRS have a great deal of
catching up to do.
The previously recognised Musical Copyright Society
of Nigeria (MCSN) was raided in 2012 and senior officers
arrested for “illegally granting licence for usage of musical
and film works as well as collecting royalties from people
they granted licence to… distributing royalties to those
they chose”.
Then, the NCC announced that MCSN’s rival Copyright
Society of Nigeria (COSON) would be the only approved
organisation to oversee the administration of music
copyright and related rights in Nigeria.
What had been an ongoing dispute between MCSN and
COSON left a gap for pirates to thrive, while legitimate
users of music, such as TV and radio broadcasters and
commercials producers, had trouble knowing to which
organisation they should remit the fees.
The NCC’s website also features reports on arrests and
raids that have led to the confiscation of illegal DVD copies
of movies, pirated CDs and broadcast signal-hacking
equipment.
Yet, these efforts will need to be intensified to assuage
the concerns of international rights owners and artists.
They know unauthorised copies of their works (music;
books; movies; digital software) are being sold in Nigeria
and exported to neighbouring countries but are powerless
to collect remuneration or compensation.
IFPI, the global music industry trade organisation,
has no recent estimated figures for music sales in Nigeria
(see Music above) despite being a major investor in antipiracy research and education. The Washington DCbased International Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA)
is also constantly criticising the country’s inadequate
enforcement of national and international copyright
laws.
Some industry observers argue that international
organisations like IFPI and IIPA are being unrealistic
when they expect developing countries to meet the same
standards as their Western counterparts quickly.
Maybe, like China (see MTF Issue No.22), Nigeria
might need time for further economic growth so that its
own citizens understand why piracy is not a victimless
crime, but one that could hurt the future of the domestic
creativity market.
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Creative Corporate
Populous
Stunning state-of-the art stadiums cost billions and instigate
big money media rights for sports events. Populous, the Kansas
City-based international architecture firm, has cornered a
reputation for designing gobsmacking venues for football’s
World Cup and the Olympic Games. Now, its toughest competitor
could be its former owner.

T

here are very few innovative
epic stadiums around the
world that the global sports
architecture firm Populous has
not conceived from scratch,
created, renovated, upgraded,
or contributed to. The list is
virtually endless, but we can
start with the 80,000-capacity
2012 Olympic Stadium in London, followed by the design
for its new state-of-the-art roof, which is scheduled for
completion in 2016.
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Then, there is the 31,375-seat Arena das Dunas in Natal,
Brazil, for the international football games during the
2014 FIFA World Cup. Don’t forget to include New York’s
Yankee Stadium (49,642-capacity), the Abu Dhabi-based
Zayed Sports City Stadium (43,000), and the pioneering
retractable roof that covers Centre Court at England’s
august Wimbledon tennis grounds.
And how about the Fabergé egg-influenced Fisht
Stadium, one of 11 venues Populous worked on in Sochi,
Russia, last year for the biggest Winter Olympic Games ever?
Anyone can tell you the value of sport lies in the
talent – the sprinter bolting along the tracks, the striker
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scoring a goal, the Grand Slam tennis
backhand that whizzes down the line,
the winner lifting a medal in gold.
Populous, on the other hand,
could contend that its achievements
confirm the value might actually lie
in its landmark-status venues.
As home entertainment (on
computer tablets, video-game
consoles and large-screen TVs) gets
more sophisticated, live entertainment operators have had
to raise the game of their platforms – the venues.
Get the venue design and location right and the
entertainment will come. Get the number of spectators
large enough and the media rights owners and their
money will follow.
Populous’ international work validates the immense
significance of architecture to sports: as the monetary
value of sports rights skyrockets, team owners are
prepared to pay millions for the best athletes to perform in
attention-grabbing surroundings.
Populous took on the
mission to design a
winning sustainable
London Olympics
Stadium, which
also hosted the
Opening and Closing
Ceremonies

Industry medals
The Kansas City, Missouri-headquartered Populous
thrives on designing and creating places that, as the
company name denotes, draw in crowds. The awardsMediaTainment Finance 24

loaded company has been
included in Fast Company’s
10 Most Innovative
Companies in Sports or
Architecture three times
since 2009.
Last year it was ranked
in Architectural Record’s
Top 300 US architecture
firms at No.20, from No.24
the year before. Architect’s
Journal hailed it the
International Practice of
the Year 2014.
Despite its specialist
niche in sport, the
company was placed at
No.71 in Building Design’s
2015 World Architecture
100 list of the world’s
largest architecture firms.
Populous is listed as one
of the US’ top 50 design
firms for business in the
Architect 50 ranking by
Architect magazine and
No.1 in sports architecture,
No.2 in convention centre
design, and No.8 overall in Building Design + Construction
magazine 2014 Giants 300 Report.
And late last year, British senior adviser at the firm
Geraint John, made history by becoming the first architect
to be honoured with the Pierre de Coubertin medal for
“outstanding services to the Olympic Movement”. It
is awarded by the International Olympic Committee to
individuals who have made a difference to the Olympic
Games’ legacy via the development of sustainable and
environmentally friendly facilities.
These accomplishments are part of 250-plus awards
and accolades displayed in spirit and on physical
shelves, including several from the American Institute of
Architects, the Royal Institute of British Architects and the
Royal Australian Institute of Architects.

Revenues
Financially, the company is not doing badly either. The
most recent revenue information reported by Populous
is the US$111.73m generated in 2013, up from US$83.90m
in 2012. US work accounted for US$80m-plus of the 2103
figures, with the remainder representing earnings from
overseas assignments.
Revenue details for 2014 are expected to be released
later this year, and major projects in the pipeline indicate
future income should still be healthy.
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Existing projects
The US$84m International Tennis Centre with a 6,000seat capacity in Zhuhai, China’s Guangdong province,
is scheduled to open in time for the Women’s Tennis
Association’s new Elite Trophy tournament in November.
The US$500m 52,000-capacity Estadio de Fútbol
stadium in Monterrey, Mexico, is set for completion in
July. It is being built for CF Monterrey, one of Mexico’s
oldest football clubs, which is owned by FEMSA, the
country’s largest drinks bottling company.
Next year will see the opening of the £55m (US$83.2m)
redeveloped Lord’s Cricket Ground in London for the
MCC (Marylebone Cricket Club), one of the game’s oldest
organisations in the world.
The Northern Ireland government-supported £77m
redevelopment of the 38,000-capacity Casement Park
stadium in Belfast, Northern Ireland, is in the works.
When completed it will be part of the Irish Rugby Football
Union’s bid to host the 2023 Rugby World Cup.

Architects must be
prepared to work
closely with investors,
especially as more
stadium projects are
costing US$1bn-plus
The €600m (US$651.4m) 82,000-capacity FFR Grand
Stade for the Fédération Française de Rugby near Paris
is scheduled for a 2017 launch and, in the same year, the
Atlanta Braves will be unveiling SunTrust Park, the Major
League Baseball (MLB) team’s new home.

History and hallmarks
Populous was formed in 2009 after evolving from HOK
Sport Venue Event (SVE), a subsidiary of St Louis-based
global architecture conglomerate HOK Group Inc in 1983.
HOK SVE was already renowned for works that
included the Emirates Stadium, the 60,272-capacity home
to English Premier League team Arsenal Football Club, and
the resurrected iconic London-based Wembley Stadium,
effectively England’s national stadium.
After a management buyout, HOK SVE changed its
name to Populous, stayed in Kansas City, and became one
MediaTainment Finance 24

of former parent company HOK’s biggest competitors in
the sports field.
Less than six months after splitting from HOK, the
newly named Populous was working on the 2010 Winter
Olympic Games in Vancouver. That same year, it was
overseeing the completion of the new 50,000-capacity
Aviva Stadium in the Irish capital Dublin on a site much
smaller than the one occupied by the original 23,000 seat
stadium it replaced.
Also on the agenda during its first few years was the
National Basketball Association’s (NBA) Orlando Magic
Arena in Florida; the Minnesota Twins baseball park;
the pioneering retractable roof for Grand Slam tennis at
England’s Wimbledon Centre Court; Citi Field (the New
York Mets US$900m baseball stadium); and the US$2.3bn
Yankee Stadium for the New York Yankees.
Today, Populous has offices in 12 major cities, from
Boston to Taipei, via London and New Delhi. It employs
about 500 people worldwide with about half of them in
the US.
Its portfolio of projects includes the design for
blockbuster sports facilities, four Olympic Parks, plus
the management of more than 400 major events. Among
them are 90 global spectaculars, including 12 Olympic
Games, 5 FIFA World Cups, 29 NFL (National Football
League) Super Bowls, as well as numerous MLB All-Star
Games and National Hockey League (NHL) outdoor games.
Populous’ stadiums are positioned as transformational
projects that inject sparkling new life into longestablished and usually fading man-made surroundings.
The modern-day bejewelled venues and their shimmering
veneers add glamour to the otherwise sweaty reality of
athletes’ endless training before a performance, and the
mounds of litter that need clearing after the fans have
gone home.

Reality cheque
Populous’ prowess in melding the architecture with its
environment is never in doubt. But once it nails down
a contract, its architects, designers, event planners and
marketing executives may face myriad more mundane
realities.
It needs to have established good relationships with
engineering firms, construction companies, international
and domestic sports organisations, the sport teams, local
authorities, academic institutions, and even rivals, if they
possess expertise on the ground.
Depending on a project’s requirements, it competes
against, and works with, the best international
architectural practices, including Foster + Partners, Zaha
Hadid Architects, Aecom Technology Corporation and
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill.
For example, Populous partnered with the UK’s Foster
+ Partners to redevelop London’s revered Wembley
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Stadium in time for the 2011 UEFA
Champions League final. The
company is also collaborating with
France’s Ateliers 2/3/4 on the FFR
Grand Stade project.
Considering spectators’ health
and safety are paramount in any
conceived design. Their enjoyment
ensures repeat business, so no
compromises are expected to be
made in this area.
Funding and budgeting costs are essential skills for
understanding whether the vision can be pragmatically
executed and completed. Architects must be prepared to
work closely with investors, especially as more stadium
projects are costing US$1bn-plus.
If private investment is insufficient, local governments
step in. If they decide that an architectural venture could
create jobs and/or goodwill with the local residents, they
invariably contribute millions to such projects.
The local government will then sell bonds that are
redeemed with special taxes levied on the local population
and the beneficiary sports teams.
Acquiring land, demolishing old structures, needing
temporary roads and living facilities for construction
workers, and compensating local residents for the
disruption to daily lives, these cost money too.
Zhuhai Tennis
Centre will host new
tennis tournament,
the WTA Elite Trophy
from 2015 to 2019 in
China
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Tech evolution
Architects need to be savvy about current technology
trends, too. Audience members expect to be able to use
their smartphones to send text, take pictures, make calls,
connect and share experiences on social media in real
time.
Architectural designs incorporate Wi-Fi and cellphone towers, which add millions more to the expenses.
Installing and operating large video boards for
transmitting live and recorded field activities and
sponsors’ messages is an art form in itself. Elevators and
escalators to and from bars and restaurants are positioned
so that fans never miss the content displayed on large
video boards.
Today’s 24/7 lifestyles are catered for by powerful LED
lighting, which means the night is no longer an obstacle to
hosting events. Retractable roofs that glow at night when
seen from the skies are increasingly used to ensure major
games go on whatever the weather.
As the biggest sports rights owners are still TV
networks (see Sports news page), stadiums and arenas
need on-site studios able to carry high definition TV
(HDTV) broadcast signals. Future considerations will
include more powerful frequencies for the still-indevelopment cinema-standard ultra-high definition or
4K resolution images.
Populous has sewn up a reputation for making
sustainability core to its design, leading to several LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
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certifications for its US projects. The company aims
to create structures that are green, friendly to the
environment and to the people residing in the vicinity.
Additionally, the company is renowned for the designled seamless incorporation of photovoltaic cells in solar
panels on roofs (eg, Russia’s Fisht Stadium) and recycled
rainwater (eg, ANZ Stadium in Sydney, Australia, and
Brazil’s Arena das Dunas).
Industry experts predict that technological facilities
currently used at theme parks in 4D and 5D cinemas with
seats that move, turn hot and cold, or simulate rain, mists,
wind, and fog, depending on the action on the big screen,
might soon be introduced to audience experiences at live
events.

Flexibly practical
Once the Big Spectaculars come to an end, Populous’
venues for both Winter and Summer Olympic Games and

Owners of football,
soccer, baseball,
basketball and other
major team sports
are prepared to invest
in state-of-the- art
high-tech venues
and to justify the
accelerating costs
other global competitions are constructed to be converted
into multipurpose complexes with future long shelf lives.
This stops them from becoming financially burdensome
white elephants that no one is able to use and are
exorbitant to maintain.
Flexible designs make it possible to give venues new
functions by increasing or decreasing the number of seats
afterwards. Moreover, the introduction of this flexibility
to the design of Olympic Parks guarantees the public will
use the site for leisure activities after the Games have
ended. Here are some case studies.
MediaTainment Finance 24

London Olympic Stadium:During the 2012 Summer Games, the 80,000-seat
stadium was ideal for the dazzling Opening and Closing
Ceremonies. It is being redesigned so that matches for the
2015 Rugby World Cup can be played there later this year.
West Ham United FC, the East London football club, will
also be moving in as the stadium’s tenant from 2016. The
team is paying £15m (US$22m) for a 99-year lease. The
flexible seating arrangement also means track and field
events and live concerts can also be held there. Before
the new uses come into place, Populous’ design for the
world’s largest cantilevered roof at 45,000m2 in size will
be fitted on to the stadium.
Fisht Stadium, Sochi, Russia:This 40,000-capacity Fabergé egg-like stadium has been
described as the nucleus of the 200-hectare Olympic
Park built for Russia’s 2014 Winter Olympic Games (at
US$51bn, it is said to be the largest and most expensive
Winter Games in the history of the Olympics). The stadium
was only used for the Opening and Closing Ceremonies
but it will be turned into a 45,000-seater for the 2018 FIFA
World Cup competition Russia, before being reduced to a
25,000-capacity arena for a local football club.
Incheon Asiad Main Stadium, South Korea:For the 17th Asian Games in 2014, Populous hooked up
with Seoul-based practice Heerim Architects & Planners
to create a 60,000-capacity stadium. Only half were
permanent seats, so it was easy to remove 30,000 seats
when the stadium needed to be reduced to a 30,000seat multiuse hillside venue after the Games ended. The
vacated area was turned into a community park with a
nearby shopping mall, other retail outlets and a car park.

Billion-dollar ball games
The uncompromisingly high standards required of
contemporary sports stadiums and venues have become
entrenched in the value of the media rights for games
played in them.
Owners of football, soccer, baseball, basketball and
other major team sports are prepared to invest in state-ofthe- art high-tech venues and to justify the accelerating
costs. They hope to recoup the millions-to-billions price
tags from the sale of equally expensive media rights to
their games.
The exploitation of the available rights is growing
simultaneously with the demands the media owners have
for the proliferating digital platforms, from mobile to
streaming of live TV.
Additionally, the premium fees charged to affluent
corporate clients or individuals watching games from
specially designated seats or private lounges help cover
costs.
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Price of Football, a study published by
UK public broadcaster BBC last year,
concluded that the average cost of the
cheapest ticket for Premier League
live match games paid by an adult was
£15-£50 (US$22-US$74), a 15% jump
since 2012. And the average Premier
League season ticket price had grown
8.7%. Some clubs’ season tickets
exceeded £2,000 (US$2,963) last year.
In the US, newspaper Atlanta
Journal Constitution questioned the
justification for some the stadiums’ costs in the country.
In Texas, NFL football team Dallas Cowboys reside at
the HKS Inc-designed 80,000-capacity AT&T Stadium,
which cost a record-breaking US$1.3bn after it was
completed in 2009.
By comparison, the budget for the Atlanta-Fulton
County Stadium built in 1965 was US$18m (US$135m in
2014, with inflation taken into account). Yet, when 360
Architecture’s new stadium for the NFL’s Atlanta Falcons
team is completed in 2017, it will have cost US$1.4bn and
possibly more, thanks to unforeseen developments.
Baseball parks have traditionally been cheaper than
American football pitches. Still, the Populous-designed
SunTrust Park for the MLB’s Atlanta Braves in 2017 is
costing an estimated US$600m.
Estadio de Futbol
Monterrey aims to
capture the Latin
spirit of Mexican
football club CF
Monterrey

Unwittingly scandalous
With such large sums of money at stake, Populous is
habitually finding itself embroiled in controversies
triggered by decisions made by clients and their business
partners.
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FIFA World Cup 2022 in Qatar - Sports City Stadium
When Qatar won the bid to host the 2022 FIFA World Cup
in 2010, it made history. It was the first Arab country
to hold the global tournament. Since then, the decision
has been dogged by allegations of corruption and
bribery. Then, it emerged that hosting the event during
the summer, when the region’s high temperatures can
exceed 44 Celsius, would be impractical. The proposed
alternative time of the year, from November to December,
also has its own critics. Populous and its lead architect on
the project, Dan Meis, have had to sit quietly on the side
until a decision is made about the proposed dates. The
Qatari government had suggested installing special airconditioning systems within the 47,000-seat Sports City
Stadium to help the players and the audience cope with
the intense summer heat, but Populous publicly stated
that such approach was too expensive to be practical. The
company will be working with Foster + Parters, which
won the main contract to design the flagship Lusail
Stadium.
2023 Rugby World Cup in Northern Ireland - Casement
Park, Belfast
Despite planning permission for the £77m (US$114m)
38,000-seater stadium being granted in December 2013,
the decision has turned into a litigious issue involving
the local and national governments and the UK’s High
Court. Populous’ design for a new multi-purpose version
is destined to make the football and hurling Casement
Park stadium the largest in Ulster and a regional home
for the Ulster GAA (Gaelic Athletic Association). But
following a lawsuit by local residents about the impact
on their surroundings, a British court has ruled that the
government minister who gave the project the green light
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The $2.3bn Yankee
Stadium for the
iconic New York
Yankees baseball
team retains design
elements of the
$2.4m 1923 original

acted unlawfully. Populous may now
be faced with several unanswered
questions: Will it be completed? Will
it be finished in time for the 2016
Ulster GAA Senior Championship
Finals? Will the potential imbroglio
spoil Ireland’s chances of hosting the
2023 Rugby World Cup?

Milwaukee Bucks – proposed arena
Recent news linked to Populous is its appointment to
build a new arena for the Milwaukee Bucks, the NBA
professional basketball team co-owned by entrepreneurs
Marc Lasry and Wes Edens (MTF Issue No.21). No sooner
was the arena news announced than local legislators
started to demand more details about the architectural
plans before any public funding could be considered.
Wisconsin’s state governor Scott Walker has proposed
the sale of US$220m in state bonds to back the arena’s
construction. Lasry, Edens and the Bucks’ former owner
Herb Kohl have already pledged the combined sum of
US$250m but members of the Joint Finance Committee
at Milwaukee’s local council are insisting on knowing the
full exact costs before approving public finance. And the
Bucks will only say that it should be between US$450m
and US$500m. However, media reports have indicated
that Populous’ participation (with local architects HNTB
and Eppstein Uhen) in the project is expected to help win
over local government support.

Other design activities
Populous does not only design sports stadiums and
venues, it also offers event design and planning, as well as
brand activation.
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An example of the former includes its suggestion to add
an Olympic Park to the master plan for the Sochi 2014
Olympics in Russia, making it the first Winter Games to
have an Olympic Park.
Brand activation includes projects for brand owners
like sports company Nike, chocolate maker Cadbury,
luxury car manufacturer Lexus and soft drinks giant
PepsiCo, where their messaging is literally integrated
into the venue’s physical surroundings to encourage
interaction with the fans.

Parent competition
Ironically, going forward, the formidable Populous’
biggest rival could be HOK, its former owner. HOK
decided to re-enter the sports architecture arena
aggressively in January when it acquired 360 Architecture,
a Populous competitor in sports and entertainment that is
also located in Kansas City.
360 Architecture will form a new division called HOK
Sports + Recreation + Entertainment and effectively
bring to an end the original five-year non-competition
agreement that followed the 2009 management buyout
which led to the formation of Populous.
Unsurprisingly, HOK (via 360 Architecture) and
Populous are already at loggerheads. Both are working
on two of the biggest US sports venues scheduled to open
in Atlanta in 2017: Atlanta Falcons’ US$1.4bn US football
stadium and the Atlanta Braves’ US$600m baseball park
respectively.
The newly gained direct competitor should spark some
fire in Populous’ future ambitions and plans. It should
certainly trigger some drama on the stage of the sports
architecture world.
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Creative Q&A Session:
Head of BMW Welt
Helmut Käs
BMW Group, the world’s No.1 luxury automaker, has melded
architecture, design and out-of-home entertainment to create
BMW Welt, the shrine to lovers of its sleekest cars. MTF paid a
visit to the Munich-based brand experience centre to ask the
boss Helmut Käs, what makes millions flock there annually?

Helmut Käs
Head of BMW Welt

MediaTainment Finance 24

The New York Times once described
Germany’s BMW Welt (BMW World)
— a brand experience and exhibition
centre devoted to selling the auto
goliath’s sophisticated luxury cars
— as a cathedral. MediaTainment
Finance visited the attraction near
Munich’s Olympiapark. We went to
see how this shrine to the millions of
car worshippers who attend annually
has maintained, dare we say, a Holy
Trinity of Automobile, Branding and
Customers since its 2007 launch.
This modern age showroom
belongs to its operator BMW
Group, which is preparing for its
centenary next year. BMW Welt is
the group’s deluxe car dealership,

a car delivery centre for a variety
of auto enthusiasts, motorheads,
speed fanatics and families coveting a
sleek car with Germany’s renowned
engineering ingenuity at its centre.
Since its launch in 2007, some
17 million visitors have attended
and interacted (via state-of-theart tech devices and screens) with
BMW cars and motorbikes on display
inside. In 2014, the annual number of
BMW Welt visitors rose to a recordbreaking 3 million-plus, from 2.93
million in 2013, and more than 70%
came from overseas. It is a major
tourism destination.
Costing a reported US$275m when
it opened, BMW Welt is located across
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a major road from BMW’s global
corporate headquarters at BMW
Hochhaus (BMW Towers), which was
designed to look like a car engine’s
four cylinders.
Also in the vicinity is the “soupbowl” BMW Museum which, like
the Towers, was also designed
by renowned post-war Viennese
architect Karl Schwanzer, and, also
like the Towers, considered an iconic
landmark in European architecture.
The design and construction of
BMW Welt were masterminded by
Vienna-based architecture and design
cooperative Coop Himmelb(l)au whose
Design Principal and CEO is cofounder Wolf D Prix.
Looking like a whirlwind, as a
reminder to visitors of the speed
of the autobahn just round the
corner, or an hourglass, to denote
the timelessness of its ambitions,
the glass Double Cone pillar by the
entrance alone is striking.
Different sections inside focus
on the various BMW brands. These
are mainly the plush motorsportsinfluenced BMW M line; the
funky compact MINI and ultraluxurious Rolls-Royce (both of
which originated in Britain and
were acquired by BMW Group);
the futuristic BMW i-series plug-in
electric cars; and the BMW Motorrad
motorcycles.
Devotees in its home country
and abroad can order a brand new
BMW straight from the factory.
And at BMW Welt, they can visit
the attraction, be entertained with
live events (we saw action moviestandard motorbike stunts in the
foyer) and eat at a Michelin Star
restaurant, all under the same roof,
before walking down a temple-like
ramp to pick up the vehicle in a ritual
designed to leave an unforgettable
impression on the buyer.
Last year, some 22,500 customers
chose to pick up their cars at the
attraction, a 5% jump from the
previous year. And while 90% of
them came from Germany, 2,000
buyers came from the US.
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The automobile, the brand
and the customer - the special
experience of picking up your
own luxury car at BMW Welt.

For the car-delivery experience,
customers are charged between
€395 and €995, depending on
the exclusivity of the handover
ceremony. To date, in excess of
130,000 fans have bought their cars
this way, with an estimated 20%
doing so more than once.
And, depending on the size of
your bank balance as a customer, be
prepared to pay between €18,762
for a MINI and €350,000-plus for
a Rolls, with numerous low and
high price points in between for
German heritage BMW cars. Even a
second-hand BMW i8 turbo-charged
electric supercar that originally cost
€126,000 is 50% dearer in the open
market.
Additionally, BMW Welt’s
conference rooms, auditorium and
brand centre can be hired for private
networking and business events as
well as media galas. Also on offer are
guided tours inside the BMW campus
(BMW Welt, the car factory and

the museum), and test drives. The
location is frequently used for film
and photography shoots, too.
Throughout the year, BMWsupported live shows include music
events such as the annual BMW Welt
Jazz Awards and the MINI Club Series,
a platform for resident electronic
music DJs to host night clubs. There
are special children and family events
as well, during school and public
holidays.
BMW Welt’s impact as a
marketing medium on the group’s
overall business is unknown but it
is certainly not hurting. Although
group revenue fell 1% to €76bn in
2013, group pre-tax profit grew
1.4% to €7.9bn. For the nine months
ending 30 September 2014, revenue
rose 3.4% while pre-tax profit leaped
12.7%.
As a brand, research group Statista
ranks BMW as the world’s second
most valuable car brand at US$25.7bn
after Toyota’s US$29.6bn. It is
considered one of the “German Big
3” luxury cars next to Volkswagen’s
Audi and Daimler’s Mercedes-Benz.
All three are said to account for
80% of the global luxury car sector,
according to market research firm
ReportLinker. And based on the
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The futuristic BMW i8, the auto
maker’s vision of the deluxe,
environmentally friendly electric
luxury cars you can buy today.

Frankfurt Stock Exchange, the
enterprise value of BMW Group was
€132.98bn in January.
Despite these high-flying
credentials, complacency is not
an option. The German rivals and
Toyota’s Lexus are proving to be
ferocious competitors in the luxury
sector and a threat to BMW’s
dominance.
In fact, in the global automobile
brand experience space, the
Mercedes-Benz Museum, the Porsche
Museum and Volkswagen’s Autostadt
might argue they bring as much
innovation to brand marketing as
BMW Welt.
Autostadt, based in Wolfsburg,
recorded 2.23 million visitors last
year and delivered 166,488 vehicles to
customers at its site.
Stuttgart-based Mercedes-Benz
Museum greeted 711,330 guests,
while the only available figures for
the number of visitors to the Porsche
Museum, also in Stuttgart, appear to
be the 2 millionth visitor in December
2013.
But as Helmut Käs, Head of BMW
Welt, explains to MTF, the company
has BMW’s Bavarian heritage,
the MINI and Rolls-Royce’s longestablished international legacy,
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history and a variety of targeted
buyers driving the brands’ long-term
future.
In this issue’s Creative Q&A, he
explains the role architecture
plays in welcoming people to the
BMW campus (comprising BMW
Welt and the nearby company
headquarters, factory and museum);
the horsepower provided by
Hollywood actor Tom Cruise,
German star Matthias Schweighöfer,
international rock band Coldplay and
crime novelists when working or
meeting fans there; and the impact of
creativity in marketing BMW Group’s
diverse brands and products under
one roof. In the end, he says: “We
want to turn visitors into enthusiasts
for our brands.”
MTF: What is the difference between
BMW Welt and BMW Museum; what
are the key differences between the
experiences visitors can expect at both
attractions?
Käs: As home to the brands, BMW
Welt presents all the products of
the BMW Group under one roof.
Changing product exhibitions, all the
latest ranges of cars and motorbikes,
and numerous interactive displays

give visitors a rich insight into the
world of BMW, BMW M, BMW i, BMW
Motorrad, MINI and Rolls-Royce
Motor Cars. Every brand has its own
experience area which distinctly
captures the essence of each brand.
On the other hand, the BMW
Museum focuses on the fascination
of the BMW brand. Its display of
historical and vintage automobiles,
motorcycles race-car and aircraft
engines invites visitors to discover
BMW’s technological horizons
and design history: from the very
beginnings, early last century, all the
way into the new millennium.
MTF: In addition to promoting the BMW
brand, to what extent is the BMW Welt
experience given to visitors similar to
a theme park such as Disneyland or
Europa-Park?
Käs: BMW Welt is not a theme park.
It is the shop window of the BMW
Group. Its prime focus is to present
the various brands in their own
experience areas, together with the
company's products, technologies
and innovations rather than providing
entertainment pure and simple, or
leisure activities. We want to turn
visitors into enthusiasts for our
brands. Various experiences do play a
central role here, whether collecting a
new car, taking part in a guided tour
or enjoying one of the daily live acts,
and that may be something we have
in common. Throughout the year,
visitors can expect a wide-ranging
programme of events from the worlds
of culture, art and entertainment, not
to mention a number of high-class
restaurants. In the Junior Campus at
BMW Welt, children and teenagers
can take part in exciting workshops
dealing with the themes of mobility,
globality and sustainability.
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A current example is the launch of
the new BMW Welt app, which uses
innovative iBeacon technology to
guide visitors through the building.
MTF: As part of the branding, is BMW Welt
ever used for creating advertising for
the company; has it ever been used as a
scene in a movie?
Käs: BMW Welt is used to stage world
premieres, for example for the
current BMW 3 Series. It is also the
location for numerous (auto media)
interviews and new cars are put on
display here. The building has hosted
film productions and premieres.
Last year, BMW Welt was one of the
locations for the German (box-office
hit) comedy Vaterfreuden starring
Matthias Schweighöfer. Three years
ago, the film Mission: Impossible –
Ghost Protocol, starring Tom Cruise,
had its European premiere at BMW
Welt.

Coop Himmelb(l)au’s
architectural elegance for the
BMW Welt building welcomes
millions of auto fans and fanatics
every year.

MTF: Why is the architectural design
important to how the visitors respond to
the experience?
Käs: Ever since it opened, BMW
Welt has been considered one of the
first examples of a new generation
of communications buildings for
the 21st century: groundbreaking,
characteristic and distinctive. The
demands for and the requirements
of the architecture of BMW Welt
were both complex and challenging.
Visitors to BMW Welt are hugely
impressed by the architecture before
they even enter to see the displays.
And the architecture provides the
ideal setting for the stars of the show:
the cars and the motorbikes. The
architecture is also an important
element in the (cars-to-customers)
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handover process because it has been
designed to make the initial contact
with the vehicle an unforgettable
experience in a special atmosphere.
MTF: BMW Welt was very innovative when
launched in 2007. What do you do to
ensure the innovation does not fade;
can you give examples of what you’ve
introduced to make it still relevant in the
second decade of the 21st century?
Käs: Without doubt, BMW Welt is
one of the most modern buildings
in Bavaria. Not only for its unique
and timeless architecture, but also
for its ever-changing displays and
vehicle presentations and for its use
of state-of-the-art technologies.
The greatest change in recent
times was the expansion of BMW
Welt from a "single-brand centre"
to today's multi-brand building,
accommodating not only BMW but
the BMW Group as a whole and all
its brands. A changing programme
of events encourages visitors to keep
returning. New exhibits provide
insights into the Group's technologies.

MTF: Private and public events, such as
concerts and other shows, are held at
BMW Welt. Can you give examples of your
favourites and why?
Käs: The highlight of my first six
months as Head of BMW Welt was
without doubt the Coldplay concert
in December, when they put on an
exclusive show in front of 1,500 fans.
For the annual Munich Crime Fiction
Festival, we regularly welcome
the big names in the genre such as
(US crime writer) Donna Leon last
autumn and Jussi Adler-Olsen from
Denmark in March. Several times a
year, at our brand events, we also
give visitors the opportunity to find
out about our new products, major
innovations and important corporate
projects. BMW Welcomes, for
example, is a format that we started
last autumn in which international
guest speakers discuss innovative
themes or trends. The first of these
discussions centred on wearable
technologies. With regard to the
BMW Motorsport Car Launch, the
BMW Welt Motorcycle Days and
BMW Mountains, the focus is more on
products and community projects.
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Billion Dollar Blast
In each issue of MTF, an investor, entrepreneur or
economist specialising in media, entertainment, the
cultural arts and related technologies is invited by Billion
Dollar Blast (BDB) to go on a Creative Spending Spree.
In this fantasy column, they have access to a fictional
US$1billion to spend on six categories of the arts and
entertainment business, explaining why they believe the
works’ creativity deserves attention.

investor spotlight

Megumi Ikeda
Hearst Ventures
Before joining venture capital
company Hearst Ventures as a partner
last year, London-based Megumi
Ikeda invested in and sat on the board
of Germany-based international
games company Bigpoint GmbH
before overseeing its sale to US
private equity groups TA Associates
and Summit Partners in 2011. The
agreement was worth US$350m, a
head spinning figure then.
Ikeda was at Peacock Equity Fund
(now part of Comcast Ventures) at
that time and the Bigpoint deal was…
a big deal. The start-up had become
Europe’s second biggest online games
company, confirming that gamers
were no longer addicted to only
console-distributed entertainment.
The sale demonstrated that EMEAbased investment in digital media and
entertainment start-ups could give
Silicon Valley a run for its money.
“I think that there is a huge
amount of opportunity in Europe.
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Europe has many start-up hubs:
Stockholm, London, Berlin and
Copenhagen. They may not be as
developed as Silicon Valley, but there
have been some impressive highcalibre companies that have emerged
from the region,” Ikeda says,
referring to (Denmark-originated)
Zendesk, Israel-based Waze,
(Finnish) Supercell, SoundCloud and
Spotify from Sweden, and the UK’s
TransferWise and Farfetch.
“And, I’d argue that a company
like Farfetch (luxury, consumer,
retail, online), TransferWise (cross
border/cross currency payments),
or Supercell (a leader in mobile
games) would not have emerged out
of the US for a mix of reasons. They
represent the unique strengths in the
European ecosystem.”
As you will see from her Billion
Dollar Blast choices (below),
experiential entertainment and
participatory events, from listening
to Dolly Parton to being a spectator
at a legendary US Open tennis
championship match, sum up how
Ikeda likes to spend her downtime.
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Among the several that I love, (2007
French-Iranian-US movie and cowinner of the Cannes Film Festival
Jury Prize) Persepolis stands out. It
is about a young woman coming of
age against the backdrop of the 1979
Iranian Revolution. It is an incredible
story that uses traditional animation
to tell such a complex geopolitical
story on a small budget. I’m not
surprised that the film, which cost
US$7m to produce, made more than
US$22m at the box office. The tour
de force is the use of the black-andwhite design you see in graphic
novels mixed with colour animation
and shadow theatre. It was in most
US movie critics’ Top 10 movies that
year.

The irrepressible Dolly Parton. I’m
from Missouri and I love bluegrass
music, and when it is performed by
her, it is amazing. Especially Little
Sparrow (her 36th studio album
released in 2001), and The Grass is
Blue (her 35th studio album). She is
also an extraordinary role model as a
woman, as a consummate performer
and as a businesswoman. On top of
that, she’s very personable and good
fun. Did you read those wonderful
reviews of her performance at
Glastonbury Festival last year? She
must have stolen the show from
everyone, and the audience just loved
her. I get that.

The Wire (on HBO from 2002 to 2008
and said to be one of the greatest
TV dramas of all time). I love the
marvelous way in which the different
plots were interwoven. It was a
standard bearer that raised the bar
very high for the other TV dramas
that followed. That series also set
up wonderful opportunities for a
lot of the then unknown actors to
shine. Idris Elba (Stringer Bell in The
Wire) can’t seem to do a thing wrong
now. A Golden Globe Award winner
no less. Dominic West (McNulty),
Michael Kenneth Williams (pictured,
as Omar), Sonja Sohn (Kima Greggs),
John Doman (Rawls), Clarke Peters
(Freamon) and Wendell Pierce
(Bunk). Remarkable!
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I would be more than happy to invest
in James Baldwin’s 1950s semiautobiographical Go Tell It on the
Mountain. I read it when I was 19.
I was jolted by the writing; he got
under my skin and I never forgot
that. The other is The Tale of Genji,
a 10th century classic written by an
Imperial lady-in-waiting Murasaki
Shikibu and considered to be the first
novel written in Japanese. I read it
during a special time in my life. I still
have both books despite reading them
during my youth.

The third round of the 2006 US
Open Tennis with Andre Agassi and
Benjamin Becker. I was there and it
is one of the greatest live events for
me. The atmosphere was electric. You
could see Agassi was in such pain, but
he kept giving his all because he was
on his home turf. Although he lost, I
found him very humble and gracious
and deserved the (four-minute)
standing ovation that followed.

Lithuania-born, New York-based
Zilvinas Kempinas, who uses
unconventional materials, such
as magnetic tape, to create large
installations. These are pieces that
invite viewers to participate and
experience and I like participatory
experiences. I am also drawn to
Japan’s Benesse Art Site, which
mixes the highbrow and lowbrow by
incorporating contemporary art and
architecture into everyday life, with
the art inside reflecting the outside
environment.

About Megumi Ikeda:
London-based Ikeda is a Venture
Partner at Hearst Ventures (www.
hearstventures.com), the venture
capital arm of the US international
media conglomerate Hearst
Corporation. Ikeda focuses on
European investment opportunities
for the group. From 2007 to 2012, she

ran the EMEA arm of Peacock Equity
Fund, a US$250m venture fund
for GE Capital and NBCUniversal.
Prior to her fund work, Ikeda’s
experiences included being a
reporter at Dow Jones & Co., and
International Business Manager
responsible for the international
editions of Wired magazine and

Wired Digital. She was also a board
observer at the Sundance Channel
for NBCUniversal. Ikeda holds a
BA degree from Columbia College,
Columbia University and an MBA
from the UCLA Anderson School of
Management.
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London: Women Fashion Power
29 October 2014 – 26 April 2015
S Design Museum
organised by Zaha Hadid
about Exhibition of fashion by
women from all walks of life and its
impact on society
j www.designmuseum.org

Coachella Valley Music and Arts
Festival (1)
10-12 April 2015
S Empire Polo Club, California
organised by Goldenvoice
about First weekend of the much
loved music fest; the largest in the US
j www.coachella.com

London: Music TechPitch 4.5
23 April 2015
S 1 More London Riverside
organised by 2Pears
about Music-tech start-ups
compete in one of London’s most
popular investment pitching contests
j www.4pt5.co.uk/music.html

Cardiff: Historic Photography
Uncovered
24 January-19 April 2015
S National Museum Cardiff, Wales
organised by National Museum Wales
about Exhibition on the role
of photography as a scientific
process, social record and art form
j www.museumwales.ac.uk

Cannes: MIPTV
13-16 April 2015
S Palais des Festivals
organised by Reed MIDEM
about The international TV and
entertainment industry’s most
established networking trade fair
j www.miptv.com

London: Museums + Heritage Show
29-30 April 2015
S Olympia West
organised by Museums + Heritage
Show
about UK trade event focusing on
the organisation of heritage-themed
cultural and arts events
j www.museumsandheritage.com/
show/

Washington DC: Man Ray –
Human Equations: A Journey from
Mathematics to Shakespeare
7 February-10 May 2015
S The Phillips Collection
organised by The Phillips Collection;
The Israel Museum, Jerusalem
about An exhibition that centres
on the multimedia works by
revolutionary visual artist Man Ray
j www.phillipscollection.org
New York: Björk
8 March-7 June 2015
S Museum of Modern Art
organised by MoMA’s Klaus
Biesenbach
about First full-scale retrospective
of works by the Icelandic artistic
polymath through her music, film,
visuals and costumes
j www.moma.org
London: Alexander McQueen –
Savage Beauty
14 March - 2 August 2015
S Victoria & Albert Museum
organised by The V&A
about Retrospective showing artistic
merits behind the iconic fashion
designer’s work
j www.vam.ac.uk
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London: The London Book Fair
14-16 April 2015
S Olympia London
organised by Reed Exhibitions
about Global platform for negotiating
book rights for print, film and
multimedia content
j www.londonbookfair.co.uk
New York: Tribeca Film Festival
15-26 April 2015
S Tribeca Film Center
organised by Tribeca Film Institute
about Co-founded by Robert De
Niro in 2002, this festival retains its
reputation as a home for filmmakers
by filmmakers
j www.tribecafilmfestival.org
Coachella Valley Music and Arts
Festival (2)
17-19 April 2015
S Empire Polo Club, California
organised by Goldenvoice
about Second weekend of the much
loved music fest; the largest in the US
j www.coachella.com

Cannes: Cannes Film Festival
13-24 May 2015
S Palais des Festivals
organised by Festival de Cannes
about Europe’s most revered film
industry festival and competition
j www.festival-cannes.com
London: Music 4.5 – What can music
and sports learn from the porn
industry?
14 May 2015
S 5 Chancery Lane, EC4A 1BL
organised by 2Pears
about Pornography has always
been at the forefront of media
technology; maybe music and sports
sectors should take notice
j www.4pt5.co.uk/sports.html
London: Clerkenwell Design Week
19-21 May 2015
S The Farmiloe Building, EC1
organised by Media 10 Ltd
about Acclaimed London showcase
of leading UK and international
design companies and their brands
j www.clerkenwelldesignweek.com
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Cannes: Midem
5-8 June 2015
S Palais des Festivals
organised by Reed MIDEM
about Renowned international
music industry trade show shifts
timetable to June from January
j www.midem.com

Munich: Munich Film Festival
25 June-4 July 2015
S Festival Center, Gasteig
organised by Internationale
Münchner Filmwochen GmbH
about Germany’s second biggest
film festival after the Berlinale
j www.filmfest-muenchen.de

Monaco: Monte Carlo Television
Festival
13-18 June 2015
S Grimaldi Forum
organised by Monaco MediaX
about International festival and
competition celebrating the popular
TV shows in Europe
j www.tvfestival.com

Cologne: Gamescom
5-9 August 2015
S Koelnmesse
organised by BIU
about Europe’s biggest event for
interactive entertainment, games,
gamers and publishers
j www.gamescom-cologne.com

Hong Kong: Asian Attractions Expo
2015
16-19 June 2015
S Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Centre
organised by IAAPA
about Conferences and exhibitions
devoted to Asia’s theme park and
attractions sectors
j www.iaapa.org
Cannes: Cannes Lions International
Festival of Creativity
21-27 June 2015
S Palais des Festivals
organised by Lions Festivals
about Inspiring creative campaigns
by advertisers and ad agencies from
all over the world
j www.canneslions.com
Somerset: Glastonbury Festival
24-28 June 2015
S Worthy Farm, Pilton, UK
organised by Michael Eavis
about Europe’s largest open air
music festival
j www.glastonburyfestivals.co.uk
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Edinburgh: International Book
Festival
15-31 August 2015
S Charlotte Square Gardens
organised by EIBF
about One of Europe’s most
acclaimed literary assemblies where
book fans can meet their favourite
authors
j www.edbookfest.co.uk
Chiba, Japan: Tokyo Games Show
17-20 September 2015
S Makuhari Messe
organised by CESA; Nikkei BP
about Japan’s biggest trade and
consumer event for avid video game
enthusiasts
j http://expo.nikkeibp.co.jp
London: Rugby World Cup 2015
18 September-31 October 2015
S Twickenham Stadium
organised by World Rugby
about The quadrennial world
championship and the sport’s
biggest event is hosted in the UK
j www.rugbyworldcup.com

London: Ai Weiwei
19 September-13 December 2015
S Royal Academy of Arts
organised by Royal Academy of Arts
about First significant British
overview of the controversial
and hard to ignore Chinese
contemporary artist and activist
j www.royalacademy.org.uk
Cannes: MIPCOM
5-8 October 2015
S Palais des Festivals
organised by Reed MIDEM
about World’s largest gathering for
the global entertainment content
creation sectors
j www.mipcom.com
Gothenburg: Euro Attractions Show
6-8 October 2015
S The Swedish Exhibition & Congress
Centre
organised by IAAPA
about Europe’s largest convention
for the theme park and attractions
business
j www.iaapa.org
Singapore: World Architecture
Festival
4-6 November 2015
S Suntec Convention & Exhibition
Centre
organised by i2i Events Group
about International festival and
awards ceremony celebrating
creative excellence
j www.worldarchitecturefestival.com
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MTF’S Mission:
MediaTainment Finance’s mission
is to learn who is investing in the
creativity and craft that drive
the international media and
entertainment business, how
much, where, and why. From
film to the fashion business, from
television shows to theme-park
attractions, from musical recordings
to marketing campaigns, from
concerts to computer games, and
from printed books to photography,
the creative work and content form
the heart that beats inside the body
of these sectors. MediaTainment
Finance aims to report on deals that
indicate where the money is being
spent or cut, and analyse the impact
of such deals on commercial culture
worldwide.

About MTF:
MediaTainment Finance (MTF) will be
published eight times in the calendar
year, starting in January, by JayKay
Media Inc Ltd.
(www.jaykaymediainc.com).
JayKay Media Inc Ltd is a registered company

All Copyright Reserved.
Reproduction in whole or part,
without written permission, is
strictly prohibited. All prices quoted
in articles are correct at the time of
going to press, but subject to change.
Currency is based on the exchange
value the day before publication
date. Reprints can be used for
marketing purposes. Contact
editorial for permission.
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facebook MediaTainmentFinance twitter @MediatainmentMT; @JayKayMed

APA
The APA – representing the best of British creativity in advertising www.a-p-a.net
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